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INTRODUCTION
There exists a need for additional verifying informa¬
tion for the positive identification of raany plant materials#
Present keys, pictorial data and descriptions are often ex¬
cellent for identifying plant materials but supplementary
verification would be helpful#
Many specimens may lack flowers or fruit and thus lack
two of the important features that make keying or pictorial
identification positive*

Loaves are present during the

growing season and if these wore reliable for identification
the lack of flowers or fruit would not be as critical*
Samples that have been mailed are sometimes damaged
in transit and even when the pieces are assembled the gen¬
eral leaf structure is frequently difficult to recognise#
Very often the petioles of the loaves are intact but usually
offer little information as to the identification of the
plant material#
If leaves as well as petioles could provide reliable
information for identification, a great deal of doubt and
uncertainty v/ould be alleviated*
• V

*

.^7 v

&

*

■
,*»/ •

PURPOSE
-

The main purpose of this research Is to determine
the validity of leaf characteristics and petiole sections
as a means of identification of crab apples#

If loaf

characteristics and petiole sections are a reliable means
of identification* then they would be extremely valuable#

III
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

There Is satisfactory* although rather limited* in¬
formation published on the species of crab apples; but re¬
latively little information Is available on leaf and petiole
characteristics that could be used to help Identify the
various ornamental species* varieties, forms and clones of
Malus#
The best source of general Information on ornamental
crab apples Is tho work by den Boer (3) who describes 91
different crab apples*

His work includes leaf* flower and

fruit illustrations and a wealth of supporting data*

This

work forms a sound referone© base for any work on crab
apples*
Another good general source of information is the work
by Wyman (21) who supplies descriptions of many of the known
ornamental crab apples*

Until Wyman published his first

book (20)# there was soma confusion among plant sown and
nurserymen concerning the names of some of the species
and varieties*

Wyman* s book consolidates and organizes

the crab apples into a realistic and useful collection*
For a more detailed descriptive source of information*
the work by Hehder (12) is good but limited with reference
to Mains*

This work constitutes the base reference data

for most trees and cultivated shrubs of Worth America*
There has been considerable detailed work done on
tho commercial apple varieties*

Simons (X?) compared the

differences in anatomy of leaves and shoots of two apple
varieties with different treatments of moisture supply*
This work showed that variations in moisture content of
the soil made a considerable variation in the else of leaves
Shaw (15) dealt with the t©clinical description of
apples and prepared a detailed listing of points to check
when describing apple varieties*

He indicated that there

should be two kinds of variety descriptions* a systematic
description and a commercial description#

H© indicated

that loaf samples from spurs and older wood should be ig¬
nored •

Mature leaves from shoots arc preferred#

Shaw

showed that the leaves of different varieties of apples
are distinctive and offer data for identification almost
equal to the fruit#
In a later work# Shaw (24) reported his attempt to
establish a basis on which trees can be Identified previous

to fruiting#

In this work the leaves were used as the

taxonomic character#

He Indicated that the most favorable

period for leaf examination Is from early July to early
October*

H© considered the petioles as being of minor

Importance for Identification but the size of the blade*
serrations* and folding aro dependable characteristics#
Shaw included a key* illustrations, and descriptions clas¬
sifying apple leaves with varieties#
Tha work by Chaw and Wonch (16) stated that practically all anple varieties can be distinguished from each
other by leaf and tree growth characters#

Included were

detailed descriptions of leaf characters and their Impor¬
tance*

It was shown that the leaf blade size varied with

the vigor of the trees#

The leaf size was smaller on trees

grown In orchard sod or exposed to sun than on trees grown
under cultivation or shade*

The folding of the leaves was

more pronounced in dry* sunny weather than during moist*
cloudy weather#
Upshall (19) reported research work to identify other
fruits* such as poaches* plums* cherries and pears* using
similar methods as employed by Shaw (14*15) ns being effec¬
tive*

Handy (9) established that the lilac leaf is morpho¬
logically so specific that it Is possible to determine the
varieties on the basis of leaf and petiole characteristics#
He considered the leaf form* leaf apex, cross section of the

5-

petiol©, and tho dimensions of the leaf*

In his opinion*

the leaf form complex-number, which consists of the typenumbers of the leaf blade, leaf base, and leaf apex is a
suitable device for determining varieties*

The leaf sample

for his suivoy was what ho considered the most typical of
six uppermost apical leaves of the yearly shoot growth*

The

cross sections were made at the middle of the petiole and
showed definite variations between varieties*
The most recent work on petiole analysis as a basis
for Identifying plant materials has been done by Dr* H* A*
Howard, Director of the Arnold Arboretum, Jamaica Plain,
Mass*

His first summary paper was given at the 15th Inter¬

national Horticultural Congress, Hies, Franee, 195$*

He

also reported on his work at the northeastern Region meeting
of the American Society for Horticultural Science, Boston,
Mass*, March, 1959*

Howard’s technique consists of prepar¬

ing free-hand sections starting at the node and working
through tho petiole*

These were cut into a phloroglucinol

solution and acidified*

lie then made camera luelda sketches

of the Individual sections*

Howard found tho technique use¬

ful in distinguishing between genera of some families and
by using supplementary characters he could carry distinctions
down to specific varietal end sometimes clonal variation#*
A similar study, but on tho genus Slum, was don© by
Berton (2)*

He conducted an anatomical study of the leaves

and petioles and concluded that it provided a means to
distinguish some of the species*.

Another study on petioles and vascular bundle orienta¬
tion was the work by Hege&us (6)*

He examined the course

of the vascular bundles in the petioles of three dicoty¬
ledonous plants and suggested that the formation of mixed
bundles from the median and from the lateral bundles, respec¬
tively, is the result of bundle crossings at the leaf-base*
Since stem structure and petiole structure are similar,
the work by Aubertot (1) is of interest*

He described the

variations In stem structure which occur within the individ¬
ual species of gyrus and noted the difference in apparent
char actor istic 3•
An aspect that could affect the structure of petiole
sections was noted by Esau Uj.) •

She mentions that the de¬

velopment of collenchym tissue in developing plants begins
earlier and becomes more massive in plants subjected to
mechanical stresses than in plants no exposed (Rasdorskii,
1955; Venning, 1949)*
Hill, Overholts, Popp and Grove (7) illustrate the
anatomical difference of the cross sections of petioles of
various genora, including Pyrus*
Metcalfe and Chalk (10) show the anatomical difference
of bundle arrangements and other petiole cross-sectional
details of many plants, including Pyrus cormmmla* \ They
mentioned that a detailed microscopical Identification of
the leaves of the Eosacoae with medicinal properties indi¬
cated that the various characters had value only for generic
identification and that no satisfactory method was found to

separate the tribes {G&hr, 1930)#
Stover (18) Indicates that the Internal structure of
the petioles of trees i3 quite variable and Illustrates
this difference with several petiole section details#
The research of Bolster and Helchenbach (11) shows
that there is a definite value for leaf area studies#

They

used linear measurements and determined a coefficient or
leaf factor by dividing the length of the leaf by Its width*
It v?as determined that in poplars tills coefficient is clonespecific#
Background information not specifically related to this
work will be found listed in the Literature Reviewed#

IV
PROCEDURE
A# Plan:
The general plan for this study was to limit the scope
of plant materials so that reasonable check plants could be
obtained#

The objective was to show the possibility of

using leaf petiole sections as well as the loaf characteris¬
tics in the Identification of various species and varieties
of some of the ornamental crab apples*

Working from this

a broach, the process could be expanded to Include all orna¬
mental crab apples*

B* Material Collection:
1# Source:
For each of the seven species examined* three
plants wore located on the campus of the University
of Massachusetts at Amherst* and on© check plant was
located at the Arnold Arboretum* Jamaica Plain* Massa¬
chusetts#

In all cases* the identity of the trees was

established even though In two cases no number w&3 in¬
cluded on the name tag#

Since it was assumed that all

trees used were .true to name* It would provo the value
of this research to justify th© reliability of the
labels#
2#*Material List:;
The following is a list of crab apples that
wore examined:
Malus arnoldiana (Hehdor) Sargent* Arnold Crab
Halus baccate {iinnoaeus) Borkhausen# Siberian Crab
Malus florlbunda Siobold* Japanese Flowering Crab
Malus hupehensia (Pampanlni) Hohder* Tea Crab
Malus loons Is 9 Plena» (Sc Vine id or) Hohder* Bechtel Grab
Malus a argent 11 Hohder, Stir gent Crab
Malus spectabilis (Alton) Borkhausen* Chinese
Flowering Crab
3# Method of Collecting:
a# Time Sampled:
The trees were examined at various times and
samples and notes taken*

The specific dates are

contained on the individual material data
sheets*

Collection dates for mature leaves

ran from early July to lat© September*

It

was foxrnd that the trees varied as to the
tips of flowar-*set and the time that the
fpuit was mature*

b* Sampling!
Samples were obtained from each of four trees,
with the same species or varietal name, to give
a total of 12 samples*

Six of the samples were

obtained from spur or rosette growth on various
sides of the tree and six samples were obtained
from shoot or terminal growth on various sides
of the tree*

The samples selected were typical

or representative leaves of mature size*

Since

for each tree there were twelve samples, these
were divided so that three samples,from each of
the two typos of growth were U3©d for petiole
examination and three samples from each of the
tv/o types of growth were used for leaf records*
To help verify the leaf and petiole data,
flower samples and fruit were collected when
available*
c* Preservation!
To keep the collected material as fresh and
turgid as possible, only a limited number of

samples were obtained at any on© time*
Thor© wore never more samples collected than
could b© processed within about

24

hours•

Samples collected locally were labeled and
placed in envelopes and examined upon return*
Samples collected at some distance were labeled
V

and placed in polyethelene baps which were then
placed in an insulated thermo-bag with Ice*

If

the samples could not be examined without delay,
they wore held with the petioles in water in a
regular food refrigerator until examined*

To

save space the petioles v/ero sometimes detached
from the blade and immersed in water*
C* Petiole Sectioning and Analysis?
The general botanical microtechnique and method fol¬
lows closely the procedures outlined by Sass (13) and
Poster {£)•
The Steps in examining the samples were as follows?
1* Three position section cuts were made at right
angles to the petiole (See Plate 1)*
a* Position #1? at the petiole base but before
the flare of attachment to the twig or just
above the point of attachment of the stipules*
b* Position #2? half-way between position #1 and
position #3*
c* Position #3* Just below the point of attachment

of the base of the blade*

If the baa© was

attenuate, the point of cut was at a point
whore the petiole was reasonably well dofined*
Each section cut was done by hand and sliced as
thin as possible*
2* Each position soction was then placed in a staining
cup in which phloroglucinol solution had been placed
and acidified with two or throe drops of concentrated
HC1 acid*

The amount of solution needed was just

enough to cover the sections*

Care wa3 taken to

keep the section cuts in order but the differences
could easily be

3eon*

The sections were hold in:the

solution for a few minutes*
3* Th© sections were then lifted from the solution and
placed on a slide and covered with a cover slip*
ij.* The slide was then placed on the Bioscope stag© and
th© iraag© projected onto a 4” x 6" card*

It was
%

found that for all th© Malus petioles the 10X lens
was satisfactory*

This lens enlarged 1mm* on th©

stage to 32mm* on the cord at table level*
5* The cards were orientod in relation to the sections
so that the #1 position section was first, #2 posi¬
tion section second, and #3 position section third}
all with tho upper part of the petioles toward th©
top of the cards,*
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6* Pencil outlines of th© stained anatomical parts
of the petioles were mad©| also any other outstand¬
ing features, such as epidermal tomentum, normal
pigmentation, or different colors was recorded*
(So© Plate 2)
?• The final card notations included* the name of the
plant, whether th© sections were from spur or shoot
growth, plant number, location, and date*
D* Equipmentt
A darkened room is a necessity for clear projection

of

th© sections*
The basic laboratory equipment is rather simple and rela¬
tively easy to use*

Listed below is all th© equipment used

or actually needed for this work*
1* A Model 20 Bioscope, Bioscope Mfg* Co*, Tulsa, Olcla*
2* Single-edge rasor blade
3* wooden cutting block
if.* Section lifter - a regular pen point holder and point,
that the nibs have been slightly spread, works
well
5* Shallow staining cup - opaque white is best
6* Slides and cover slips
?* Dropper bottle with concentrated HC1 acid
8* Dropper bottle with a saturated solution of
Phloroglucinol in 18$ EC1 acid
9* White, unlined, if.” x &!l file cards

10# Transparent ruler with millimeter scale and
pencil#
E# Records;
*

*

t

,

The records of tho data obtained were kept in various
ways*

Since the field data was obtained at different

tines* a general form was used that listed the features
that were to bo checked#

Generally this covered details

of the leaf blade, petiole, fruit and flowers, and followed the fom of tho reference and data shoots of this
thesis#

These wero on 3^” x 11” sheets and kept in a

loose-leaf notebook#
The 4W x 6" petiole analysis card3 were kept in an
alphabetical sequence and by plant number sequence with
the spur data and shoot data cards separated#
Also with tho analysis card3 and placed at the end of
each sequence were if” x 6” paper sheets with a record
of the outlines of the loaves#

These record sheets

were made by the. simple process of placing the sheet
over tho leaf sample and rubbing -with a lumber crayon#
The resulting "picture” showed exactly the live leaf
size and shape#

Since a dried herbarium sample is

somewhat smaller than the live size, it was decided that
this would provide more accurate data in a more usuable
form#

These same leaves were pressed, dried, and later

placed in envelopes with the card file#
The data on the fruit was initially placed on the form

sheets and 4” x

cards which were filed with the

analysis cards.

Fruits were labeled and stored in a

regular food dsep-freoze in polyethelene bags*
The flowers were pressed and dried and later the data
was recorded onto 8|J* x llw form shoots*

The dried

specimens were placed in envelopes and included in the
4n x 6W card file*

V
KBSULTS

The results are presented in the following order under
each species, in alphabetical order of botanical names:
A* Tlie first part is a reference data sheet based on
the descriptions of the particular species by
Rehder (12), unless otherwise noted*
B. The second part is a descriptive innuneratlon of the
important f©atures found for each of the 28 trees*
C* The third part is the pictorial data for each tree
which includes the diagrams of leaves and petiole
sections*

The leaves are at full scale and the

leaf petiole sections are at 32 times normal size*
For each of the 28 trees sampled there are 3-spur
and 3**ahoot plates*
D* The fourth part is the specific summaries for each
of the 3-3pur and 3-shoot plates for each of the

15

trees sampled#
B# The fifth part Is the species summary for each of
the seven species sampled#
The plant material is arranged in alphabetical order by
botanical names and in general conformity with the International
Rules of Botanical nomenclature#T
/

The order of bloom* as stated* is relative to the season;
however* the actual sequence of bloom for the species is stated
as ffearliness or lateness" as compared with the genus#
Actual measurements or observations from the reference
data is indicated with a star (»)#
Data enclosed in a bracket,£

3# indicates a discrep¬

ancy of data by the authority noted with Rohder (12)#
Color natations for buds and flowers arc based on hue*
value, and chroma as depleted on a Nickerson Color Fan*
Munsell Color Company, Inc*, Baltimore 2, Md#* 191^9•
j
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PLATE 1.

Diagram of a typical crab apple leaf - showing the
main parts and the locations where the position cuts
(sections) were made.

Tomentum
Pith

(Normal pigments
Xylem
Epidermis
Phloem

Sclerenchyma
Position #5

(Normal pigmentation)
Pith

Epidermis

Sclerenchyma
Xylem

Phloem

Position #2

»

- Tomentum
Xylem
Phloem

(Normal
pigmentation)

Epidermis

Position

PLATE 2.

Typical petiole sections with the general anatomy and
colors as stained.
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Mains arnoldlana (Rehder) Sargent
Arnold Crab (3# 21)
Synonyms: Malua or Fyrus floribunda arnoldlana
Mains or Pyrus pulcherrlma arnoldlana (3)
*

Hybrid?

i

Malua floribunda X Malua baecata

[polybrid, Malua baecata X Malua floribunda (8)J
Originated before 1883; ]jrhe Arnold Arboretum, Jamaica
Plain, Maaa. 1383 (2iTJ
An alternate bearer (21)
Leaf |
Shapes ovate
Lobingt lacking (3)
Serrationss distinct, shallow, irregular, sharp to
crenate-serrate (3)#
Edges undulate (3)**
Base of the blades cuneate (3)**
Tips somewhat distinct (3)**
Lengths groator than ij-8 cm*; 8*9 ~ 9*3 cm# (3)**
Widths 2*9 - 3*2 cm# (3)*
Petioles
Lengths greater than 1#5 - 2*5 cm#
Stipules* occasional and very small (3)-*
Fruits
Effective* September and October (21)
Sizes about 1 cm# across* 1#2 cm# (3)*J 1*0 ~ 1#5 emu (21)
Colors yellow; with rosy blush or cheek (3# 21)
Forms round or nearly round to conical or elongated (3)
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Calyx* end is flattened and not depressed with a de¬
ciduous calyx (3)
Peduncle length? 3»? cm* (3)
Flowers
♦

Times early (21)
Types single (3# 21)
Sizes larger than 2f£> - 3*0 cm*j i$.*5 cm* (3)*} 5*0 cm* (21)
Buds2 dark red to lighter red when about to open (3)
; Colors light pale pink or finally nearly white (3)
Petalss broad rounded, nearly spaced and have entire
edges (3)**

Malus arnoldiana
Arnold Grab
#2o4l6-l, Arnold Arboretum
Dates observedi 9/1/60, 5/13/61
Leaf t
Lobing: lacking
Serrations s distinct, irregular, shallo?/, sharp to
eronate^serrate, straight to curved
Mgex undulate
Folding: slight
Base of blade: Spur:

attenuate

Shoot: rounded
Tip: usually distinct
Midrib: straight
Texture: medium, coriaceous, smooth
Pubescence: glabrous
Length: Spur:

12,2 - 13*0 cm, (12,2, 12,6, 13,0 cm,)

Shoot: 12,3 - 13.2 cm, (12.3, 13.0, 13.2 cm.)
Width:

Spur:

3*6 «* ij.,0 cm. (3.6, 4«°» 4*° cm.)

Shoot: 1|.6 - 5*0 cm,

(Jj.,6, 4*9, 5.0 cm,)

Petiole:
Length: Spurs

3.4 - 3*7 cm. (3.4, 3*6, 3.7 cm.)

Shoot: 2,6 ~ 2,7 era. (2,6, 2.7, 2.7 cm.)
Pubescence: glabrate
Color: base reddish
Stipules: Spur:

lacking

Shoot: occasionally, small
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Fruit j 9A/&0
Skin 1 not waxy
Sice* 1*4 - 1*6 cm* across (1*4# 1*4# !♦& cm*)
Color2 green
Form* oblat©

Calyx? lacking
Peduncle length* 3#5~ 4»° ©»• (3«5# 4*0# 4*° cm*)
•■o'.

,

*

- '»*■

..

.(

’

; •

Flower? 5/13/61# not open
Buds* moderate red 2*5 R 4A0 ♦

» /

•

♦

PLATE 5.

Malus arnoldiana
Spur
.
# 20416-1, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

PLATE 4. Malus arnoldiana
Spur
# 20416-1, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

PLATE 5.

Malus arnoldiana
Spur
# 20416-1, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

X

PLATE 6.

Malus arnoldiana
Shoot
# 20416-1, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

f
~26*

PLATE 7.

Malus arnoldlana
Shoot
# 20416-1, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

-

PLATE 8,

Malus arnoldiana
Shoot
# 20416-1, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

2»

Malua araoldlana
#20lfl6“l
Plates 3«*8
The size (length, width, petiole) of both the spoor
and shoot leaves is greater than Indicated by the reference
data*

Most other features seem to be In conformity*
There is little similarity between the spur and shoot

leaves as far as general aspect*

The spur leaves are not

as wide, the petioles are longer, the serrations ar© smaller
and there are no stipules present*

The size of the spur

sections Is smaller*
The spur loaves and sections are rather consistent with
a golden color being of special note*
The shoot leaves are consistent but the development of
sclerenchyma and pith formations is not uniform from leaf
to leaf.

Malus arnoldiana
Arnold Crab
# H 187* Hnlverslty of Massachusetts
Dates observed5 5A2/60, 9/10/60, 10/28/60, 5/18/6X, 9A/6l
Leaf:
Lobing: lacking
Serrations} distinct, irregular, shallow, sharp,
straight
Edge: undulate
Folding: slight
Has© of blade: cuneate
Tip: distinct
Midrib: slightly re flexed
Texture: Spur:

medium, soft

Shoot: coriaceous, smooth
Pubescence: thin on top to glabrous later; thin along
veins under
Length: Spur:

11*7 - ll^O era* (11*7# 13*i|>* Hj.#0 era*)

Shoot: 11*6 - 13#if cm* (11*6, 12*5* 13*4 cm*)
width:

Spur:

lj.,8 - 5*3 cm* (4*8f 5.0, 5.3 cm*)

Shoot: 3.9 - 5*3 cm* (3.9. 5.1, 5.3 cm*)
Petiole:
Length: 3pur:

3.1 - 3.9 cm* (3*1* 3.7, 3.9 cm*)

Shoot: 2.7 - 2.8 cm* (2.7, 2.7, 2.8 cm*)
Pubescence: Spur:

glabrate

Shoot: thin
Color: reddish at base

Stipules* occasionally on shoots, small
Fruits 9/10/60 no fruit; 9/1/61
Skint not waxy
Sizet 1*4 - 1*6 cm* (1*4# 1*5# 1*6 cm*)

Colors green
Forms elongated
Calyxs deciduous; end not depressed
Pod\mcle length* 3*9 cm* (3*9# 3*9# 3*9 cm*)
Flowers 5/18/61 •

•

-* fype* Single .
Sizes 5*0 ~ 5*3 cm* (5*0, 5*3# 5*3 era*)
Color* white with some pink

Petalss narrow rounded, open spacing, entire edges

PLATE 9.

Malus arnoldiana
Spur
# H 187, Univ. of Mass.
9/10/60

Spur
# H 187, Univ. of Mass.
9/10/60

PLATE 11.

Malus arnoldlana
Spur
# H 187, Univ. of Mass,
9/10/60

I

PLATE 12,

Halus arnoldiana
Shoot
^ H 187, TTniv. of Mass,
9/10/60

PLATE 15*

Malus arnoldiana
Shoot
“
4 H 187, Univ. of Mass.
9/10/60

*

PLATE 14.

Malus arnoldiana
Shoot
# H 187, TJniv. of Mass.
9/10/60
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Malus arnoldlara

# K 187
*

i

Plates 9^14
*

'

J

b

,

f

i

♦

I •

*

»

The sise (length, width, petiole) of both the spur
and shoot leaves is greater than indicated by the reference
data*
\

Most other features seem to be In conformity*
v

'

' ;

4

»

*

*

,

.*

There Is a general similarity botween the spur and
r

*

*

«

*

shoot leaves as far as general aspect*

•

t

There are no stipules

present on the spur leaves or any tomentum and the petioles
are longer*
I - 1

*J

V

*.

•*

•

»

•

■

The spur leaves and sections are rather consistent*
The shoot leaves are fairly uniform as far as general
shape*

The sections show a variance from glabrous to

slightly torientoso*

MaXus arnoldiana
Arnold Crab
# H 253, University of Massachusetts
Dates observed: 5/11/60, 9/10/60, 10/23/60, 6/18/61, 9/l/6l
Leaf:
LobXng: lacking
Serrations: distinct, irregular, shallow, sharp to
crenate-aerrato, straight to curved
Edges undulate
Folding: slight
Base of blades cuneate
Tip: distinct
Midrib: slightly reflexed
Textures Spurs

medium, smooth

Shoots coriaceous
Pubescence: Spur: glabrous
Shoots thin, thin along veins under
Lengths Spurs

10,6 - 12,5 era# (10,8, 11,3, 12,5 cm,)

Shoot: 10.5 - 11,7 cm* (10.5, 11,7, 11*7 cm,)
Width:

Spurt

3*7 -

cm, (3,7, 3,7,

k*k cm,)

Shoot: i^.,0 * 5*2 cm* (4*0* 4*2# 5*2 cm#)
Color: unfolding leaves bronze and gloaay in spring
Petioles
Lengths Spurs

2*6 - 2*9 cm, (2,6, 2,3, 2*9 cm*)

Shoot* 2,0 ** 2*3 cm* (2*0, 2*3# 2*3 cm*)
Pubscence: Spur:

glabrate

Shoot* thin

Color: reddish at base
Stipules: occasionally on shoots, small
Fruit: 9/10/60 no fruitj 9/1/61
Skin: not waxy
Slse: 1.4. — 1*5 cm* (1*4, 1*5# 1*5 cm*)
Colors green with russet blush
Form: elongated, somewhat pear-shaped
Calyx: deciduous, end not indented
Peduncle length: 3*3 - 3*5 cm, (3*3# 3*5# 3*5 cm*
Flowers 6/18/61
Typo: single
Slse: tf.t.3 - 5*0 cm* (4,3, 5*0, 5*0 cm,)
Buds: deep pink 10 RP 6/12 +
Color: white with pink
Petals: narrow rounded, open spaced, entire edges
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Spur
/
# H 253, TJniv. of Mass.
9/10/60

PLATE 16.

Malus arnoldiana
Spur
# H 253, TJniv. of Mass,
9/10/60

PLATE 17. Malus arnoldiana
Spur
# H 253, Univ. of Mass*
9/10/60

Yellow

PLATE 18. Malus arnoldiana
Shoot
# H 253, IJniv. of Mass.
9/10/60

PLATE 19. Malus arnoldiana
Shoot
# H 255, TJniv. of Mass.
9/10/60

PLATE 20. Malus arnoldiana
Shoot
# H 253, TTniv. of Mass.
9/10/60

Malus arnoldlana
# H 253
Plat; os 15*20
Th© general length and width of both the spur and shoot
leaves is greater than indicated by the reference data*

Most

other features seem to be in conformity•
There is only a slight similarity between the spur and
shoot leaves as far as general aspect*

The spur leaves are

generally not as wide, the petioles are longer and there are
no stipules present*

The also of the spur sections is smaller

The spur leaves and. sections are rather consistent with
a yellow color in the epidermal layers being of special note*
The shoot leaves are fairly consistent but tho variation
of serrations from leaf to leaf is noteworthy and the yellow
color in the epidermal layers is noticeable#

Malus arnoldiana
Arnold Crab
# I 358, University of Massachusetts
Dates observed* 5/9/61, 9A0/60, 9/28/60, 5/18/61
Leaf:
Lobingt lacking
Serrations* distinct. Irregular shallow, sharp to
cronate-sorrato, straight to curved
Edge; undulate
Folding: slight
Base of blade: cunoate
Tip: distinct
Midrib: slightly reflexed
Texture: Spur:

medium, soft

Shoot: oorlaceous, smooth
Pubescence: thin along veins under
Spur: glabrous
Shoot: top almost glabrous to thin
Length: Spur*
Shoot:
Width:

Spur:

12*3 - 1$*0 cm* (12*3, 14*3# 15*0 cm
9*7 - 10*6 cm* (9*7# 9*9# 10*6 cm*)
3*8 - 5.3 cm* (3*8, 4*8# 5*3 cm.)

Shoot: 3*3

3*7 cm* (3*3# 3*4# 3*7 cm*)

Petiole:
length: Spin*:

2*8

4*6 cm* (2*8, 4*5# 4*6 cm*)

Shoot: 1*6

2*3 cm# (1*6, 1*9# ^*3 cm*)

Pubescences Spurs

glabrate

Shoot: thin
Colors reddish in spring
, Spurt

reddish at base in fall

Shoots reddish in fall
Stipules: Spur:
,

,

lacking

Shoot: occasionally* small

Fruits 9A0/0O
Skin: not waxy
Sizes 1*3 - 1*4 cm* (1*3* 1*4# 1*4 <w#)
Color: green!sh-ye1low with blush; yellowish, some
overripe 9/23/60
Form: oblate
Peduncle length: 3*7 ~ 4*5 cm* (3*7, 4*5# 4*5 cm*)
Flower: 5/18/6*
Type: single
Size: 5*5 * 5*9 cm* (5*5# 5*5# 5*9 cm*)
Buds: deep purplish pink 7*5 BP 6/12 * with white
Color* white
Petals: narrow rounded, open spacing, entire edges

Spur

£ I 358, TJniv. of Mass.
9/10/60
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Yellow

PLATE 22. Malus arnoldiana
Spur
4 I 358, Univ. of Mass.
9/10/60

Yellow

PLATE 25. Malus arnoldiana
Spur
# I 358, TJniv. of Mass.
9/10/60

Yellow

PLATE 24. Malus arnoldiana
Shoot
# I 358, TIniv. of Mass.
9/10/60

PLATE 25. Malus arnoldiana
Shoot
ft I 358, TJniv. of Mass.
9/10/60

Yellow

PLATE 26.

Malus arnoldiana
Shoot
# I 358, Univ. of Mass,
9/10/60

Malus arnoldiana
# I 358
Plates 21*26
The length and v/idth of both tho spur and shoot leaves
is generally greater than Indicated by the reference data*
The length of tho shoot petiole is in conformity but the
length of the spur petiole is greater than indicated by the
reference data*

Most other features seera to be in conformity

Tho fruit checks with #2£%l6~l almost exactly*
There is little similarity between the spur and shoot
leaves as far as general aspect*

The spur leaves are longer

and wider and the petiole length is also longer with no
stipules present#
The spur loaves and sections are rather consistent with
a yellow color usually conapicloua in the epidermal layers*
The shoot leaves also display a yellow color in the
epidermal layers and vary from glabrous to slightly tomentose

Malua arnoldiana
#20lp.6-l# Plates 3-8
# H 187 , Plates 9-llj.
# H

2^3 $

Plates 15-20

# X 353 * Plates 21-26
The general length and width of both the spur and
shoot leaves for all samples is greater than indicated by
the reference data#

Most other features appear to be rather

consistent#
There is little similarity between the spur and shoot
leaves as far as general aspect#

The spur leaves are gen¬

erally not as wide as those of the shoot and the petioles
are longer with no stipules present#
Except for # H 187 there is a general yellow color
found in the epidermal layers of most samples#
It appears that these trees are rather uniform as far
as leaf aspect but tho sis© is greater than indicated by the
reference data*

Except for # H 187 there is a general yellow

color found in the sectional epidermal layers#
The general conclusion would indicate that all trees
except # H l87» are similar to the established species type#

Mai us baccata (Linrxoaous) Borkhausen

Siberian Crab
Synonyms*

H&lus baccata genulna {3)
Malua baccata slberica
Malus taler ocar pa baccata (3)
Pyrus baccata
Pyrus microcar pa (3)
Pyrus sinensis (3)

An Asiatic species from N* E* Asia and N* China*
,fMany varieties of this widely distributed species
have been described, some very meagerly indeed*

A

few varietal names have been accepted by Kehder (12)*
A large number have not because specimens have not
been obtainable and also because what may have been
considered a varioty of baccata would not be considered
as a hybrid*

Many plants growing in America under

varietal names of Malus bacoata wore introduced from
abroad in the form of seed, and hence their truenesa
to name is subject to question*"

Twenty-four of these

are obsolete or discarded varieties which apparently
are not grown any more in tills country though single
trees may still bo in existence* (21)
Introduced 17%S Kew (21); Introduced into cultivation
1767 (3)
An annual bearer (21)

Leaf :
Shape: elliptic or ovate to ovate-oblong
Lobing: not lobed (3)
Serrations: finely serrate
Base of blade: cuneate or rounded
Tip: acuminate
Texture: smooth both aides (3)
Pubescence: slightly pubescent beneath when young, or
glabrous
Length: 3 •* 8 cm*

]6*9 - 10*2 cm* (3)**]

Width: 3*8 - 1^.9 cm. (3)*
Petiole:
Length: 2-5 cm* long

[l*9 - 2*6

(3)^j

Stipules: usually present and of a medium size (3)#
Fruit:
Effective: last week of August, September, October,
and the first two weeks of November (21)
Skin: not waxy (3)
Size: 0.8 - 1*0 cm* across

]jL#l cm* (3)»1

Color: red or yellow: usual color is red (3)
Form: subglobos©
Calyx: deciduous: calyx end is depressed (3)
Peduncle length: 3*3 cm* (3)^
Flower:
Time: very early (21)
Type: single (3# 21)
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Size* 3 ~ 3*5 cm* across ]4*5 cm* (3)^J [3*0 - 4*0 cm* (21)1
Buds* pink or pinkish (3)
Color; white
Petals; broad-rounded, nearly spaced, with entire
edges (3)**

•6o

Halus baccata
Siberian Crab
# 20l}.09-J, Arnold Arboretum
Dates observed4

9/l/bO, 5A3/61

Leafs
Lobings lacking
Serrations: distinct, regular, shallow, sharp, straight
Edge: not undulate
Foldings slight
Base of blades cuneate
Tipi distinct
Midrib: straight
Texture: medium, soft to coriaceous, smooth
Pubescence: glabrous
Lengths Spur:

9*^ ** 11*1 cm# (9*^# 11*0, 11*1 cm*}

Shoot: 10*2 - 11 *4 cm# (1G*2, 10*9# 11*4 cm*)
Widths

Spur:

4*2 - 4*9 cm* (4*2# 4*5» 4*9 cm#)

Shoot: 4,8 - 5*2 cm* (4*8# 4*9# 5*2 cm*)
Petiole:
Length: spur:

1#9 - 2*8 cm# (1*9# 2*4# 2*8 cm*)

Shoot: 2*1 * 2*8 cm* (2*1, 2*3# 2*8 cm*)
Pubescence: glabrous
Color: reddish at base
Stipules: lacking
Fruit: 9A/60
Skint not waxy

Sizes 1*3 - 1.5 cm* (1*3* 1.3# 1.5 cm.)
Colors yellow
Forms oblate
Calyxs lacking
Peduncle lengths
Flowers

2*5 - 2.6 era* (2*5# 2*5# 2*6 cm*

5A3/6X

Types single
Size:

3*6 cm* (3.6* 3.6, 3.6 cm*)

Budss 'g&iit© with light pink
Colors white

PLATE 27.
~

Malus baccata
Spur
$ 20409-J, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60
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(

pLATE 28.

Malus baccata
Spur
^ 20409-J,' Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

Spur
# 20409-J, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

Vellow

PLATE 50.
■;

Malus baccata
Shoot
ft 20409-J, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

PLATE 51.

Malus baccata
Shoot
# 2Q409-J, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

Yellow

PLATE 52.

Malus baccata
Shoot
# 20409-J, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

Malus baccate

# 204.09-J
Plates 27*32
The

3is©

of both the spur and shoot leaves and most

other features generally conform with the reference data*
The sis© of the fruit is larger while the peduncle length
is shorter than indicated by the reference data*
There is a general similarity between the shapes of
the spur and shoot loaves but the shoot leaves are generally
larger and the shoot sections have a yellowish epidermis*
The spur loaves and sections are rather consistent*
The shoot leaves and sections are rather consistent*
with a yellow color in the opidem&l layers being rather
prominent in positions #2 and #3 and lacking in position #1*
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Malua baccata
Siberian Crab
# D 60, University of Massachusetts

Dates observed: 5/13/60, 9A6/60, 10/28/60, 5/18/61
Leaf s
Loblng: lacking
Serrationst distinct, regular, shallow, sharp to
orenate-serrate, straight
Edges not undulate
Folding s lackIng
Base of blades cuneate
Tips distinct
Midribs slightly refloxed
Textures medium, smooth
Spurs

soft

Shoots coriaceous
Pubescences glabrous under, top thin, along veins underj
to glabrous late
Lengths Spur:

13,7 « 14*5 cm# (13,7# 14*1* 14*5 cm,)

Shoots 10,8 - 11,4 cm, (10,8, 10,9, 11,4 cm,)
Widths

Spurs

4*4 ~ 5*8 cm, (4*4# 4*7# 5*6 cm,)

Shoots 4*0 • 4*6 cm, (4*0, 4*0# 4*6 cm,)
Petioles
Lengths Spurt 3,7 - 4*2 cm, (3*7# 4*°# 4*2 cm,)
Shoots 1,6 - 1,8 cm* (1,6, 1,7* 1*8 cm,)
Pubescences thin early to glabrato late

Color: base reddish
Stipules: Spur:

'

,

.

' •;

.9

lacking

Shoot: occasionally* small
Fruit: 10/28/60, some overripe
Skin: not waxy
Size: 1,5 on, (1,5# 1#5# 1*5 cm.)
Color: yellow, often with rosy cheek
Form: oblate
Calyx: lacking; end a small flattened ring
Peduncle length: 2.1^ ** 2,3 cm,

2,o, 2.0 cm.

Flower: 5A8/61* mostly gone
Type: single
Size: 3,5 ~

cm. (3*5* 3*7# 4*0 cm.)

Color: whit©
Petals: narrow rounded, open spaced, entire edges
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PLATE 33.

Malus baccata

Spur
4 D 60, Tjniv. of Mass.
9/16/60
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plate 34.

Malus baccata
Spur
# D 60, TJniv. of Mass.
9/16/60

7>

1
I

PLATE 35.

Malus baccata
Spur
£ D 60, TTniv. of Mass.
9/16/60

*

PLATE 56,

*

Malus baccata
Shoot
# D 60, TJniv. of Mass.
9/16/60

PLATE 57.

Malus baccata
Shoot
^ D 60, Tjniv. of Mass.
9/16/60
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PLATF. 58.

Malus bo c cat a
Shoot
# D 60, TTniv. of Mass.
9/16/60

Malus bace&ta

# x> 60
Plates 33-38
The length of both the spur and shoot leaves Is
greater than Indicated by the reference data#

Th© olse

of the fruit Is larger and th© peduncle length Is shorter
than indicated#

Most other features aeons to be In con**

formity#
There Is little similarity between the spur and shoot
leaves as far as general aspect#

The

3pur

leaves are

longer with longer petioles and there are no stipules pre¬
sent#

Th© position cuts #2 arid #3 of the shoot loaves are

larger than similar cuts of spur leaves#
have a long taper tip#

The shoot leaves

Tho fruit Is almost exactly like

#20409-J#
Tho spur loav©3 and sections are rather consistent#
The shoot leaves and sections are uniform#

Malus baccata
Siberian Crab
# H 176f University of Massachusetts
Dates observed* 5/13/60, 9A6/60, 5/lS/6l
Leaf 1
Lobing* lacking
Serrations: distinct, regular, shallow, sharp, straight
Edges not undulate
Folding* slight
Base of blade* round to cuneate
Tip: distinct
Midrib: slightly reflexed
Texture: medium, smooth
Shoot: coriaceous
Pubescence: glabrous under, top thin early to glabrous
late; along veins under
Length: Spur*
Shoot*
Width*

spur*

12*9 - 14*4 cm* (12*9, 13*1* 14*4 cm*)
9• 4 •* 12*5 cm*

(9*4# 10*7, 12*5 cm*)

4*9 ~ 5*9 cm* (4*9# 4»9# 5*9 cm*)

Shoots 5.G - 5.7 cm* (5*0, 5.6, 5.7 cm.)
Petiole*
Length* Spurs

3.7 - 4*° cm* (3*7, 4*G# 4*0 era*)

Shoot* 1*9 - 2*3 cm* (1*9. 2*2, 2*3 om*)
Pubescence* thin
Color* base reddish
Stipules* Spur*

lacking

Shoot* occasionally, small

Fruits 10/28/60* a few persistent decayed fruit;

ty/lb/bo

Skins not waxy
Sizes 2*9 * 3*2 cm* (2*9# 3*0# 3*2 cm*)
Colors yellow
Forms oblate and flattened
Calyx: remains
Peduncle length: 3*6 * 4*2 cm* (3*6, 4*0, 4*2 cm*)
Flower: SA8/61# mostly gorie '*

Types single
*

#

Size: 4*9 - 5*8 cm* (4*9# 5*6> 5*8 cm#)
Color: white
i

«*

Petals: broad rounded* open spacod* entire edges

PLATE 59.

Malus baccata
Spur
# H 176, Univ. of Mass.
9/16/60
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PLATE 40.

Malus baccata
Spur
~~
4 H 176, Univ. of ?Jass.
9/16/60

PLATE 41,

Malus baccata
Spur

# H 176, TJniv. of Mass.
9/16/60

•03~

PLATE_42.

Malus bac'cata
Shoot
A H 176, TJniv. of Mass.
9/16/60

PLATE 43.

Malus baccata
Shoot
# H 176, Univ. of Mass.
9/16/60

*

PLATE 44.

Malus baccata
Shoot
# H 176, Univ. of Mass.
9/16/60
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SI alua baccata

# H 176
Plates

39—1|1|.
fa '

f'

,

k •

*

The length and width of both the spur and shoot leaves
is greater than indicated by the reference data*

The fruit

else being larger, smaller peduncle length and persistent
calyx doe© not conform with the reference data.

Most other

features seem to be analogous.
There is a general consistency between the spur and
shoot leaves#

The shoot loaves are not as long or the petioles

as long as those of the spur.

The sise of the spur sections

is not as large#
The spur loaves and sections are similar to each other#
The shoot loaves and sections are rather consistent#

8?

lffalua baccata
Siberian Crab

# H 177# University of Massachusetts
Dates observed* 5A8/60,

9A8/60, 5/l8/6l

Loaf*
Lobings lacking

Serrations* Indistinct, regular, shallow, cronate
Edge: not undulate
Folding* slight
Base of blade* rounded

Tip* distinct
Midrib* bent at base
Texture: medium* m©dium~smooth
Shoot: coriaceous
Pubescence* glabrous, spars© along veins under; to
glabrous late
Length* Spur*

12,2 - 34*8 cm* (12*2, 13*6, 14*8 cm*)

Shoot* 11*3 *" 12*8 cm* (11*3* 12*3* 12*6 cm*}
Width*

Spur*

4*5 - 5-*itcm* (4*5* 4*5* 5*1 cm*)

Shoot* 5*^ ** 8*1 cm* (5*2, 5*8, 8*1 cm*)
Petiole*
Length* Spur*

3*8 - 4*8 cm* (3*8, 3*8, 4*8 cm*)

Shoots 3*2 * 3*3 cm* (3*2, 3*3* 3*3 cm*)
Pubescence* thin
t

Colors base reddish

Stipules: Spur:

lacking

Shoots occasionally, snail
Fruits 9A6/60, firm and abundant
Skin: not waxy
Size: 2,7 - 3,0 cm* (2*7# 3*0, 3*0 cm.)
Color: yellow, often with a red blush, dotted
Form: oblate
Calyx: remains
Peduncle length: 1*2 - 2*0 cm* (1*2, 1*9* 2*0 cm*)
Flower: 5/16/61, a few at top of tree, none available
Typo: Single
Color: white
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PLATE 45:

Malus baccata
Spur
# H 177, TJniv. of Mass,
9/16/60

Malus baccata

Spur
# H 177, TTniv. of Mass.
9/16/60

PLATE 47,

Malus baccata

Spur
4 H 177, TJniv. of Mass,
9/16/60

PLATE 48.

Malus baccata

Shoot
# H 177, TJniv. of Mass.
9/16/60

PLATE 49.

Malus baccata
Shoot
# H 177, Univ. of Mass.
9/16/60

PLATE 50.

Malus baccata
Shoot
# H 177, ITniv. of Mass.
9/16/60
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ffaluo baccata
# H 177
Plates 45-^0
There are several things that do not conform with the
reference data; these are* the leaf length and width of both
spur and shoot Is larger* the fruit 3ize is larger, the calyx
remains and the peduncle length is shorter.

Most other fea¬

tures seem to conform#
There is a similarity between the spur and shoot leaves
except that the shoot leaf width Is larger and usually have
stipules#

The size of the spur section is smaller#

The spur loaves are rather consistent but the petiole
section structure seems to be somewhat variable, especially
for the #3 position#
The shoot leaves are similar, but again the petiole
section #3 la not consistent#*

Malus b&ccata
# 20i}.09-Jt Plates 27-32
# D 60

, Plates 33-38

# H 176

, Plates 39-44

# H 177

* Plates 45-50

Except for #20409-J» the general length of both the
spur and shoot loaves Is greater than indicated by the re¬
ference data*

Another difference is that for all samples

the fruit is larger while the peduncle length i3 shorter*
For # H 176 and # H 177 the persistent calyx does not conform*
Most other feat tores appear to be rather consistent*
While there is a general similarity between the spur and
shoot leaves* except for # D 60* there is a difference in
sizes*

The shoot loaves are generally larger in #20409-J and

# H 177 than the spur leaves and the reverse being true in
# D 60 and # H 176.
The spur loaves and sections for all samples seem to be
fairly consistent except for the variable sections in # H 177*
*Fh© shoot leaves appear to be uniform but the sections
for #20409-^ have a distinct yellow color in the ©pidemal
layers which the others do not have*

rfho section #3 for

# H 177 is not consistent*
It appears that these trees are not at all uniform
enough for sure correlation of the various leaves and sections
Hone of the trees correspond with the reference data as far
as fruit characteristics and only one (#20409-«T) is similar

97

as far as leaf characteristics*

The lack of consistency in

the aisos between the spur and shoot growth is rather unusual
between supposedly similar species trees*
The general conclusion would indicate that only #20ij.09~J
is similar to the established species type*
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Maluo floribunda Slebold
Japanese Flowering Crab (3# 21)
Synonyms:

Fyrus florlbunda
Pyrua pulcherrlma
Pyrus ringo florlbunda (3)
Pyrus inalua florlbunda (3)
?lalus nicrocarpa florlbunda (3)

A species from Japan# 1353 (3)
This is on© of th© oldest of all known ornamental crabs#
and so old that no one knows when, whore or how it
originated# This plant was at one time classified as
a species because# it was said# some plants had boon
found growing wild in Japan but these lator were found
to be of a form or variety of another crab# Furthermore,
the seedlings of this plant show so many variations that
it seems more reasonable to consider it a hybrid of un¬
certain parentage (3)*
Introduced into the U# S# A# from Japan# 1662 (21)
An animal bearer
Leaf:
Shape: elliptic-ovate or ovate to oblong-ovate
hobing: lacking (3)
Serrations: sharp# on shoots larger and incisely serrate;
iri^egular# straight, medium fine (3)#
Bdge: not depressed (3)'^
Base of blade: usually cuneate [or rounded (3)#]
Tip: acuminate; usually distinct and acute (3)*
Pubescences pubescent beneath or finally nearly glabrous
Lengths 4 - 8 cm# j?*9 - 10#lj. cm* (3
Widths 3*6 ~ 5*1 cm# (3)**
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Petiolei
Length!

l.s

- 2.5 cm.

£l.2 - 2.1 cm. (3)*]

Stipuless lacking (3)*
Pruitt
Effectives the last week of August* September* and the
first two weeks of October (21)
• • -YJ’rT

.

b i' ; * ; * ‘

•• • •

?

;/ •-

/»

.7

~ ■;

Skins not waxy
Si se t *6 - *8 cm# across jjUl cm

(3)3 & • 0

cm* (2l7j

Colors red [yellow and sometimes has a reddish blush
|yellow* sometimes brownish (21)]
Forms globose
Calyxs deciduous (3), and not depressed (3)#
Peduncle lengths 3*2 cm* (3)^
Flowers
Timet early (3)j medium (21)
i*

Types single (3* 21)
siz®! 2.5 - 3 on. ^3.7 cm. (3)*1
Budss deep carmine; deep red becoming lighter as they
open (3)
Colors pale pink or finally nearly whit© or white
Petals: narrow rounded* open spacing, entire edges (3)

Malus floribunda
Japanese Flowering Crab
#204o5-K, Arnold Arbor atm
Pates observed} 9A/6O, 5/13/6 1
Leaf}
Lobings lacking
Serrationss distinct. Irregular, shallow to coarse,

sharp, straight to curved

Edge? not undulate
Folding* slight
Base of blade: Spurs

cuneate

Shoot: rounded
Tip: distinct
Midrib: straight
Texture: medium, coriaceous, smooth
Pubescence: glabrous
Length: Spur: 11,0 - 12,0 cm, (11,0, 11,2, 12,0 on.
Shoot: 9#2
Width:

-

Spur:

3,8 -

Shoot:

4*9

11,3

4*7 cm,

- 6,1 cm,

(9*2,

9*4* H*3 cm,)
4*2#

4,7

cm*)

(4»9* 5«3*

6,1

cm,)

(3*8,

Petiole:
Length: Spur:

2,5 - 3*4 cm, (2*5# 2,6, 3*4 cm*)

Shoot: 1,4 - 1,9 cm* (1,4#
Pubescence: glabrate
Color: reddish toward base

1*9 cm*)
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Stipules :

Spur:

lacking

Shoot: occasionally, sraall
Fruit: 9A/60
Skin: not waxy
Size: 1*3 - 1*5 cn* (1*3* 1*4# 1*5 cm*)
Color: yellow-green
Form: oblate
Calyx: lacking
Peduncle length: 3*3 -

4*4

cm* (3*3* 4*2,

Flower: 5/13/61, not open
Buds: moderate red, 2*5 R k/LO 4

4*4

<*»•)
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PLATE 51,

Malus floribunda
Spur
# 20405-K, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

PLATE 52.

Malus floribunda
Spur
# 20405-K, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

PLATE 55.

Malus floribunda
Spur
# 20405-K, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60
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k

PLATE 54.

W k

Malus floribunda
Shoot
# 20405-K, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

PLATE 55.

Malus floribunda
Shoot
# 20405-K, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60
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PLATE 56.

Malus floribunda
Shoot
# 20405-K, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60
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Malus florlbunda

#2Q1*05-K
Platos 51*56
The loaf length and petiole length is longer than
Indicated by th© reference data*
peduncle length is greater*

Also tho fruit siso and

Most other features seem to

be in general conformity*
There is little similarity between the spur and 3hoot
leaves as far as general aspect*

The shoot leaves are wider*

petiole length shorter* serrations larger and stipules are
present*

The actual sise of the shoot sections is nearly

twice that of tho spur but there is a definite similarity
between tho two except that th© shoot soctions have a epidermal
coloration for all positions and the apur sections show colora¬
tion mostly in the #1 position*
The spur leaves and sections are very consistent*
The shoot loaves and sections are very uniform*

Malua floribunda
Japanese Flowering Crab
# H 1?4* University of Massachusetts
Dates observed 1 S/20/b0^ 9/18/60, 10/28/60, $/l8/6l, 9A/61
Leaf:
Loblngj lacking to slight
SerrationsI distinct, irregular, shallow to coarse,
sharp with elongated tip, straight to
curved
Edges undulate to not undulate
Folding! lacking
Base of blade: cuneate
Tip: distinct
Midrib: slightly reflexed
Texture: medium, coriaceous, medium-smooth
Pubescence: thin above, heavier below, to glabrous
latej along veins under
Length: Spur:

11*0 - 12*1 cm# (11#0, 11,1, 12#1 cm#)

Shoot: 11*7.- *2*3 cm* (11*7, 11*8, 12*3 cm*)
Width:

Spurt

3*9 - 4*2 cm* (3*9# 4*°* 4*2 cm*)

Shoots 4*5 -.5*7 cm# (4*5* 4*9# 5*7 can.)
Petioles
Length: spur:

2*3 - 2*8 cm* (2*3, 2*3, 2*8 cm#)

Shoot: 2*4 ~ 3*7 cm* (2*4* 2*9, 3*7 cm*)
Pubescence: thin, to glabrate late
Color: reddish toward base
Stipules: occasionally on shoots, small

Fruit: 10/28/60 no fruit} 8/30/61
Size* XfO * I# 1 cot* (1*0, 1*0# 1*1 cEl*)

Color: green with reddish blush
Form: rounded
Calyx: deciduous; 033d not depressed
Peduncle length: 2*7 **2*8 cm* (2*7# 2*7# 2*8 cm*
Flower: 5/18/61
3?ype.: single
Size: 3*7 • 3*9 cm* (3*7# 3*8# 3*9 cm*)
Buds: strong purplish red 7#5 HP 5 A2
Color: Tahitish pink
Petals: narrow rounded* open spaced# entire edges

PLATE 57.

;

Malus floribunda
Spur
# H 174, TTniv. of ?4ass.
9/18/60

-112*

PLATE 58.

Malus floribunda
Spur
# H 174, IJniv. of Mass.
9/18/60

PLATE 59.

Malus floribunda
Spur
# H 174, Univ. of Mass.
9/18/60

PLATE 60.

Malus floribunda
Shoot v
# H 174, Tjniv.- of Mass,
9/18/60

o

*llg-
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PLATE 61,

Malus floribunda
Shoot
// H 174, Univ. of Mass,
9/18/60

PLATE 62.

Malus floribunda
Shoot
~
# H 174, TTniv. of Mass.
9/18/60
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Malua floribunda
# H 174

> <

Plates 57*62
The general length of both the spur and shoot leaves
Is greater than Indicated by the reference data} the fruit
peduncle is not as long as indicated#

Most other features

seen to be In conformity*
There is some similarity between the spur and shoot
leaves as far as general aspect#
■

..

The width of the shoot
-i

leaves is greater and the serrations larger than those of
the spur*

The spur sections, while rather similar to those

of the shoot, are much smaller.
The spur leaves, except for a variation from non© to
lobing, and sections are rather consistent#
The shoot leaves, except for a variation from none to
slight lobing and the presence or lack of stipules, are rather
uniform#

The sections are rather similar with only # H 174

shoeing tomentum on section #3#
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Malua floribunda
Japanese Flowering Crab
# H 175# University of Massachusetts
Bates observed* 5/20/60, 9A&/60, 10/23/60, 5AV^1
Leaf*
Lobingt occasionally and slight
Serrations* distinct. Irregular, shallot? to coarse,
sharp with an elongated tip, straight
to curved
A

V

Edge* not undulate
Folding* lacking to slight
Base of blades Spur*

cuneate

Shoots rounded
Tip* distinct
Midrib* sli^itly re flexed
Texture* medium, coriaceous, medium-smooth
Pubescence* thin early to glabrous late; along veins
under
Lengths Spurs

10*2 - 11*5 cm* (10*2, 11*3# 11*5 cm*)

Shoots 11*1 — 12*3 cm* (11*1, 11*5# 12*3 cm#)
Width*

Spur*

3«7 - 4*2 cm* (3*7# 4*°# 4*2 cm*)

Shoots 4*6 - 5*2 cm# (4*3, 4*7# 5*2 cm*)
Petioles
Lengths Spur:

2*6 - 3*5 cm* (2*6, 2*7# 3*5 cm*)

Shoots 2*6 — 2*7 cm* (2*6, 2*6, 2*7 cm*)
Pubescence* thin early to glabrate late
Colors reddish toward base

Stipules* Spurs laolting
Shoots occasionally, small
Fruits 10/28/60
Skins not waxy
SisQS 1*2 * l«l| cm* (1«2| Xf3i 1«4 cm*)
Colors 9A8/&O# groan with russet blush; 10/28/60,
yellowish
Forms oblate and flattened
Calyx* no remains, scar is small
Peduncle lengths 3*6 - t*8 cm* (3*6, 3*8* ij.*8 cm*)
Flowers 5/18/61
Types single
Sizes 3*7 - ij.*0 cm* (3*7# lj.*0, 4*0 cm*)
Buds* strong purplish red* 10 BP 1jA2 4Colors whitish~pink
Petalss narrow rounded, open spaced, entire edges

PLA^E 65.

Malus floribunda

Sp\ir
# H 175, IJniv. of Mass.
9/18/60
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PLATE 64,

Malus floribunda
Spur
^ H 175, Univ. of Mass.
9/18/60

PLATE 65.

Malus floribunda
Spur
4 H 175, TJniv. of Mass.
9/18/60
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PLATE 66.

Malus floribunda
Shoot
# H 175, IJniv. of Mass.
9/18/60

PLATE 67,

Malus floribunda
Shoot
# H 175, TJniv. of Mass.
9/18/60

PLATE 68.

Malus floribunda
Shoot
ft H 175, Univ. of Mass,
9/18/60
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Malus floribunda
# H 175
Plates 63-68

\
i

-f

The size (length and petiole) of both the spin* and
shoot loaves Is generally greater than indicated by the
reference data#

The fruit size is also larger and the

peduncle longer than established*
larger*

The flowers are generally

Moat other features seen* to conform#

There is a general similarity between the spur and shoot
leaves as far as general aspect*

The shoot loaves are wider

and the serrations are generally larger*
are smaller than those of the shoot*

The spur sections

The fruit checks al¬

most exactly with #20i4.05-K*
The spur leaves are rather similar and the sections
uniform except for the presence of tomentum on one section
#3*
The shoot leaves are regular andf except for one sample#
there is some indication of tomentum on half the sections*

12?

Malus florlbunda
Japanese Flowering Grab
# H 299* University of Massachusetts
Dates observedt £/2o/60, 9A8/60, 10/23/60, 5A3/61, 9/l/6l
Leaf?

-

'

Lobing: lacking
Serrations: distinct, irregular, medium coarse, sharp,
straight
Edge: not undulate
Folding: slight
Base of blade: cunoate, occasionally offset
Tipi distinct
Midrib: slightly reflexed
Texture: medium, coriaceous, medium-smooth
Pubescence: very thin to glabrous late; very thin along
voins under
Length: Spur:

12*5 - 15*1 cm* (12*5, 13*3* 15•! cm*)

Shoot: 11*3 ** 12*6 cm* (11*^>, 12*1, 12*6 cm*)
?/idth?

Spur:

4*° - 4*2 cm# (4#0, 4«2* if*2 cm*)

Shoots 4*2 - 4*& cm* (4*2» 4*3* 4*8 cm*)
Petiole:
Length: Spur:

3*8 - 4*^* cm* (3*2, 3*6, 4*4 c^*)

Shoot: 1*8 - 3*0 cm* (1*8, 2*6, 3*0 cm*)
Pubescence: thin, to glabrate later
Color: reddish toward base
Stipules: occasionally on shoots, small

Fruits 10/28/60, no fruit} 8/30/61
Skim not waxy
SIzot 1*3 ~ 1*4 cm* (1*3# 1*4# 1*4 cm*)

Color: greenish| some with a slight reddish blush
Form: somewhat elongated and slightly lobed
Calyx: deciduous; end not depressed
Peduncle length: 3*8 - 4*3 enu (3*8, 3*9# 4*3 cm*)
Flower: 5/18/61
Type: single
Size: 5*4 - 5*6 cm* (5*4# 5*8* 5*6 cm*)
Color: whit© v/ith pink
Petals: narrow rounded* open spaced, entire edges

**129*

Spur
# H 229, TJniv. of Mass.
9/18/60

PLATE 70.

Walus floribunda
Spur
^ H 229, Univ. of Mass.
9/18/60

PLATE 71

Malus floribunda

vSpur
# H 229, IJniv. of Mass.
9/18/60
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PLATE 72.

Malus floribunda
Shoot
# H 229, Univ. of Mass.
9/18/60

PLATE 75.

Malus floribunda
Shoot
# H 229, Univ. of Mass,
9/18/60

f

PLATE 74.

Malus floribunda
, Shoot
’ # H 229, Univ. of Mass.
9/18/60
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Malua floribunda
# H 229
Plates 69-74
Tlio si so (longth and petiole) of both tho spur and
shoot loaves is generally greater than indicated by the
reference data#

Tho fruit sise# peduncle length# and

flower sis© is also greater than specified*

Most other

features seem to be in general conformity*
There is a somewhat general similarity between the
spur and shoot leaves as far as general appearance*

The

shoot leaves are generally not as long or the potiolo as
long as those of the spur leaves; tho serrations of the
,* ;

,1

•

•

*

shoot leaves arc generally larger and stipules are usually
present#

The sice of the spur sections are smaller*

The spur leaves and sections are consistent*
Tho shoot leaves are somewhat variable with tho bases
varying from cuneate to offset*
analogous*v

The sections appear rather

Halus florlbunda
#20405-K, Plates 51-56
# H 174 » Plates 57-62
# H 175 » Plates

63-66

# H 229 f Plates 69-74
The general length of the spur loaves for all samples
Is greater than specified#

The width of the shoot loaves#

except for //20405-K, is larger than established#

The width

for all samples is consistent with the reference data#

The

petiole length of the spur samples# except # H 174 is greater
than specified*

The shoot petioles, especially # H 175 and

# H 229, is greater#
all samples, except

The fruit sis© and peduncle length for

§

K 174 is larger than specified*

The

flov/or si so for # H 175 and # H 229 la generally greater than
specified#

Most other features appear to be rather analogous

Except for #20405~K, there is a general similarity be¬
tween the spur and shoot leaves as far as general aspect#
Tho shoot leaves are generally wider, the petioles shorter,
the serrations larger and there are usually stipules present*
The spur leaves and sections for all samples appear
rather uniform#
Tho shoot leaves and sections are rather uniform but
there Is a variation in the shape of leaf bases and the
amounts of tomentum and stipules present#

The general conclusion would indicate that #2Gi$,05~K
and # H 17k a^° similar to the established species type#
The other trees (# H 17? and # H 229) were considered some¬
what similar but with definite variables*

13$

Malus hupohonsla {Pa ipanini) Iichder
Tea Crab (3, 21)
Synonyms: Malua or Fyrua theIfera
Pyrus hupehonsls
Pyrua malus thoifora (3)
Hupeh Crab (3)
A species plant from China and Assam
Introduced 1910
Introduced into U* S* A* by the Arnold Arboretum in
1907 (21)
"This species can be groan from seed* Unless there
has been an accidental cross-pollination with pollen
from a different tree, the seedlings will bo like the
seed-plant and all will be practically alike* But
slight variations are always possible and may be ex¬
pressed In leaves, fruits, flowers or other parts of
the plant* That probably accounts for the difference
that can bo seen in the flowers of some trees* There
is one form with white buds and rather small pure
whit© flowers that have more or less rounded petals*
Another form has roso-eolored buds and larger, pinkish
to white blossoms, and the petals are straight-sided*
Both forms have the same typical structure and the
same leaves* Also the fruits of both are alike,
greenish-rod and email*” (3)
An alternate bearer (21)
Leaf?
Shape* ovate to ovate-oblong
Lohingt lacking (3)
Serrations? sharply serrulate; rather finely and uni¬
formly serrate (3)**
Judges not depressed (3)#
Base of blade* rounded (3)**

Tip: acuminata; distinct (3)#
Textures firm
Pubescences pubescent on the veins beneath and finally
glabrous
Lengths 5-10 cm*
Widths 4»6 cm* (4#&* 4*6 cm*) (3)*
Petioles
Lengths 1 ♦ 3 cm* |]o*5 - 1*0 cm*
Stipules: often present and rather large (3)*
Fruits
Effectives September and October (21)
Skins not waxy
Sizes about 1 cm* across} 9*0 * 1*1 cm* (0*9# 1*1, 1*1
1*1 cm*) (3)
Colors usually greenish yellow with red cheek
Forms globose
Calyx: deciduous and ond is depressed (3)
Peduncle lengths 3*0 cm* (3)*^
Flowers
Tims: early (3)} Medium (21)
Types single (3, 21)
Size: 3*5 - 4 cm* across \]&*9 cm* (3)^
Buds* pink (21)
Colors whit© or pinkish

?|alua hupohensls
Tea Crab
# 7241* Arnold Arboretum
Dates observed* 5/5/60, 9/1/60, 5/13/61

Leaf:
Lobing* lacking
Serrations: distinct, irregular, shallow, sharp, straight
or slightly curved
Edges not undulate
<

Folding t slight
Base of blades rounded to somewhat cuneate, sometimes
offset
Tips usually distinct
Midribs Spur:

straight

Shoots bent at base
Textures Spurs

medium, coriaceous, smooth

Shoots thick, very coriaceous, smooth
?ubesconces along veins under or lacking
Spurs

thin or lacking

Shoot: glabrous
Lengths Spurs

11*2 - 13*2 cm* (11#2, 12*2, 13«2 cm*)

Shoots 10*8 «• 11*5 cm* (10*8, 11*1, 11*5 cm*)
Widths

Spurs

4*4

-

5*4

cm*

(4*4*

5*0,

5*4

cm*)

Shoots 5*0 - 5*6 cm* (5*0, 5*7* 5*6 cm*)
Color: bronze in spring

Petioles
Lengths Spurs

3*0 - 3*6 cm. (3*0* 3*0# 3*6 cm*)

Shoots 2.2 - 2.5 cm. (2.2* 2.4.* 2.5 cm.)
Pubescence: Spurs

thin or lacking

Shoots pubescent oarly to glabrat© late
Colors Spurs

reddish at base

Shoots mostly reddish
Stipules: occasionally# small
Fruit: 9/1/60
Skins not waxy
Sizes 1.1 "* 1.3 cm. (1.1# 1.2# 1.3 cm.)
Colors red and green
Forms oblate
Calyxs lacking
Peduncle lengths 3*0 «* 3*3 cm. (3*0* 3*2# 3*3 cm.)
Flowers 5A3/61# just starting to open
Types single
Sizes 3*3 am.
Buds: whitish
Colors whitish
Petalss broad rounded# near spacing# entire edges

/

PLATE 75.

Malus hupehensis
Spur
# 7241, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

PLATE 76.

Malus hupehensis
Spur
# 7241, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60
i

PLATE 77.

Malus hupehensis
Spur
# 7241, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60.

PLATE 78.

Malus hupehensis
Shoot
# 7241, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

*

(

i»T||hw»
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PLATE 80.

Malus hupehensis
Shoot
£ 7241, Arnold Arboretum

9/1/60

Malus hupehenal©

# 7421
Plates 75-60
The following are In contract with the reference data*
longer spur and shoot leaves} wider shoot leaf width; spur
petioles sometimes longer; the fruit size often larger; the
peduncle length often longer*

Most other features seem to

be in conformity*
There is a definite similarity between the spur and
shoot leaves as far as general aspect*

The shoot loaves

tend to be larger* the petioles are definitely shorter and
the sis© of the sections larger than those of the spur
leaves*
The spur leaves and sections are rather consistent*
The shoot leaves are somewhat variable as far as th©
base of the blades from rounded to somewhat cuneat© to
sometimes offset*

The sections are uniform*

Malus hupehensia
Tea Crab

V .
*

# None, University of Massachusetts
Dates observed: 9A^/57, 12/9/59# 12/21/59# 5/3/60, 8/29/60,

10/28/&0, 5A5/61
Leaf:
Lobing: lacking
Serrations: distinct, irregular, shallow, sharp,
straight, or slightly curved
Edge: not undulate
Folding: slight
Base of blade: Spur:

rounded to somewhat cuneata

Shoot: rounded, occasionally offset
Tip: usually distinct
Midrib: Spur:

straight

Shoot: bent at base
Texture:

Spur: medium, smooth
Shoot: thick, very coriaceous, smooth

Pubo3cenco: Spur:

thin

Shoot: glabrous; along veins under
Length: Spur*

13*4 - 14*4 cm* (13*4, 13*4# 14*4 ©»•)

Shoots 11*0 m 11*3 cm* (11*0, 11*0, 11*3 cm*)
Width* Spurs

4*7 - 6*8 cm* (4*7* 5*4# 6*8 cm*)

Shoot: 5*5 - 7*0 cm* (5*5, 6*3, 7*0 cm*)
Color: lustrous bronso in spring; bronze to reddish on
ends of branches in fall

ISO

petiole* an occasional blade«*spur on petiole
Length* Spurs

2*7 - 4*2 cm* (2*7, 3*1# 4*2 cm*)

Shoots 1*9 ** 2*0 cm* (1*9# 2*0# 2*0 cm*)
Pubescences pubescent In spring
Spur s

thin

Shoots glabrate
Colors reddish on top in spring
Spurs

roddish at base

Shoot: mostly reddish
Stipules: occasionally# small
Fruit} 12/21/59; 10/28/60 few
Skins not waxy
Size: 1*1 - 1*3 cm*
Colors 12/21/59 green with some blush; 10/28/60
yellowish
Forms oblate
Calyxs no remains# large scar
Peduncle lengths 2*1 - 3*2 cm*
Flower:

5A5/61

Type: sizzle

Sizes 3*6 * 4*° cm* (3*6# 3*6# 3*9# 4*°* 4*°# 4*° cm*)
Buds: whitish or pinkish
Colors ^llte or white with slight pink
Petals: broad rounded, near spaced* entire edges#
some with dent tip

r

PLATE 81.
^

Malus hupehensis
gpur

# None, TJniv, of Mass,
8/29/60

Light
Maroon

/

PLATE 82.

Malus hupehensis
Spur
# None, Univ. of Mass.
8/29/60

PLATE 85.

Malus hupehensis
Spur
4 None, TJniv. of Mass.
8/29/60

PLATE 84.

Malus hupehensis
Shoot
# None, Univ. of Mass.
8/29/60

-155-
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PLATE 85.

’...

Malus hupehensis

Shoot
# None, Univ. of Mass.
8/29/60

.

PLATE 86.

Malus hupehensis
Shoot
S None, TTniv. of Mass.
8/29/60

#

I,!alu3 hupehensio
# Hone, University of Massachusetts
Plates 81-56
The length and width of both the spur and shoot leaves
Is generally greater than indicated by the reference data#
Most other features seem to be in conformity#
There is only a slight similarity between the spur and
shoot loaves as far as general aspect*

The spur leaves are

definitely longer, mostly due to the longer petiole#

The

serrations are more pronounced on tho shoot leaves with con¬
siderable serrations in the basal area of the blade#
petioles of the shoot leaves often have stipules#

The

The sis©

of the shoot sections is about twice the size of the spur
sections*

There is a definite difference in the components

of the position #1 between the shoot and spur sections? with
epidermal pigmentation and sclerenchyma present on all shoot
sections and lacking on all spin* sections#
The spur leaves are rather consistent and the sections
in two samples showing a curious light maroon area surround¬
ing th© xylem area, especially in positions #2 and #3#
The shoot loaves are rather consistent with some vari¬
ability from largo to small to no stipules and the presence
or lack of a blade-spur on the petiole#

The sections seem

rather consistent with only two samples showing quite a bit
of random pigmentation#

Mai us hupohonsla
Tea Crab
# D 37( University of Massachusetts
Dates observed t 5/5/60, 8/30/60, 10/28/60, 5/1Q/61, 9/l/bX
Leafs In quite a bit of shade
Lobings lacking
Serrations? distinct, irregular, shallow, sharp, straight,
or slightly curved, red in spring
Edge: not undulate
Foldings slight
Base of blades Spurs

cuneate

Shoots rounded, sometimes a large tooth
by petiole
Tip: usually distinct
Midribs Spurs

straight

Shoots bent at base
Textures Spurs % medium, coriaceous, smooth
Shoots thick, very coriaceous, smooth
Pubescences spurs

thin, along veins under

Shoots glabrous? along veins under
Lengths Spurs

11*7 - 1^*3 cm# (H*7f 13*7, 14*3 cm#}

Shoots 12*0
Widths

Spurs

13#0 cm# (12*0, 12*4# 13#0 cm*)

4 #7 - 5*3 cm* (4*7# 5#Q# 5«3 cm*)

Shoots 6.8 - IS cm* (6#8, 7#4* 7S cm#)
Colors rather lustrous bronze in soring? bronze in
fall

Petiole: an occasional blade spur on petiole
Length! Spurs

3»1 - If.l cm. (3*1# 3*5# 4*3- cm.)

Shoots 2.0 - 2*5 cm. (2.0* 2.1, 2.5 cm.)
Pubescence! Spur:

thin

Shoots glabrato
Colors Spurs

reddish at base

Shoots mostly reddish
Stipules: occasionally on shoots, small
Fruits 10/28/60 no fruit; 9A/&1
Skins not waxy
Sizes 1.1 ~ 1.2 cm. (1.1, 1*1, 1*2 cm*)
Colors green
Forms oblate
Calyxs deciduous; end not depressed
Peduncle length! 2.8 - 3*1 cm. (2.8, 2.8, 3*1 cm.)
Flowers 5A8/&1
Type: single

Sizes 3*9 • 4*1 cm. (3*9# 3*9, 4tl cm.)
Colors white
Petals: broad rounded, near spacing, entire edges,
some with dent tip

*lbC>

PLATE 87.

Mfllus hupehensis
Spur
# D 37, Univ. of Mass.
8/30/60
*

*»*• **

101*

•

PLATE 88.

Malus hupehensis

Spur
# D 37, TJniv. of Mass.
8/30/60

163-

*

PLATK 89.

Malus hupehensis
Spur
# D 57, IJniv. of Mass.
8/50/60

9

'

PLATE 90.

Malus hupehensis
Shoot
^ D 37, IJniv. of Mass.
8/30/60

164-

*

PLATE 91.

Malus hupehensis
Shoot
^ D 37, Univ. of Mass.
8/50/60

-3.65*

PLATE 92.

Malus hupehensis
Shoot
# D 37, TJniv. of Mass.
8/30/60

-166-

Malus hupehensla
# D 37
Plates 87-92
Th© length and width or both the spur and shoot leaves
is greater than indicated by the reference data*
length of the spur loaves is also greater*

The petiole

Moat other fea¬

tures seem to bo in conformity*
There is only a slight similarity between the spur and
shoot leaves as far as general aspect*

The shoot leaves are

definitely wider# have a shorter petiole, usually have stipules
and the sections are generally larger than those of the spur
leaves*
The spur loaves and sections are rather consistent with
only one sample in position #1 showing a lack of scleronchyaa
tissue*
The shoot loaves are rather consistent with only a varia¬
tion from stipulate to ©^stipulate and a lack or presence of
a blade spur on the petiole*

The sections are rather uniform*

-16?

Halus hupehensls
Tea Crab
# E 172* University of Massachusetts
Dates observed: 5/6/60, 3/30/60, 10/28/60, 5/1Q/61, 9A/61
Deaf:
Lobing: lacking
Serrations: distinct. Irregular, shallow, sharp, straight
or slightly curved, rad in spring
Ed go: not undulate
Folding: slight
Base of blade: mostly rounded
Tip: usually distinct
Midrib: Spur:

straight

Shoot: bent at base
Texture: Spur:

medium, coriaceous, smooth

Shoot: thick, coriaceous, smooth
Pubescence: mostly glabrous; slight along veins under
Length: Spur:

11*0 - 11*7 cm* (11*0, 11*2, 11.7 cm*)

Shoot: 11*5 - 12*0 cm* (11*5# 11*9# 12*0 cm*)
Width: spur:

5*1 ** 5*8 cm. (5*1, 5*7# 5*8 cm*)

Shoot: 6*0 - 6*9 cm* ;6*0, 6*3, 6*9 cm*)
Color: rather lustrous bronze In spring; bronze to
reddish on ends of branches In fall
»

Petiole:
Length: Spur:

2*5 * 3*1 cm* (2*5# 2*6, 3*1 cm*)

Shoot: 2*1 - 2*2 cm* (2*1, 2*1, 2*2 cm*)

Pubescences Spurt

thin

Shoots glabrat©
Colors Spurs

reddish at base

Shoots mostly reddish
Stipuless occasionally on shoots, small
Fruits 10/28/60 no fruit;

9/l/bl

Skins not waxy
Sizes 1*2 cm, (1,2, 1,2, 1,2 cm,)
Colors green, some with red cheek
Forms oblate
Calyxs deciduous; end not depressed
Peduncle lengths 2,9 ** 3#2 cm, (2*9* 3*0, 3*2 cm,)
Flowers 5A8/61
Types single
Sizes

* 4*2 era, (4*°* 4<*°» 4*2 era,)

Colors whit©
Petals: broad rounded, near spacing, entire edges*
some with dent tip
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PLATE 95.

Malus hupehensis
Spur
# E 172, Tjniv. of Mass.
8/30/60

PLATE 94.

Malus hupehensis
Spur
# E 172, Mniv. of Mass.
8/30/60

PLATE 95.

Malus hupehensis
Spur
# E 172, TJniv. of Mass.
8/30/60

*

PLATE 96.

_

w« K

«a7a*

Malus hupehensis
Shoot
# E 172, Univ. of Mass.
8/30/60

.

r

•173*

PLATE 97.

Malus hupehensis
Shoot
# E 172, Univ. of Mass.
8/30/60

0*o

PLATE 98.

Malus hupehensis
Shoot
# E 172, TTniv. of Mass,
8/30/60

175

Malua hupehensis
# E 172

Plates 93-98
The length and width of both the spur and shoot loaves
is greater than indicated by the reference data.

Tdost other

feature3 sseea to be in conformity*
There is a similarity between the spur and shoot leaves
as far as general aspect*

The shoot leaves are definitely

wider* usually have stipules and the sections* whilo similar*
are larger than those of the spur leaves*
The spur leaves and sections are rather consistent*
The shoot leaves and sections are consistont with only
a variation from lack to presence of stipules*.

176-

Malus hupehcnsis
# ?21*1, Plates 75-80
# Won©* University of Massachusetts, Plates 81*66
# D 37* Plates 07-92
# E 172, Plates 93-93
The general length and width of both the spur and
shoot leaves for all samples is greater than indicated by
the reference data! the petiole length being generally as
established#

Most other features appear to be rather con¬

sistent#
There is generally a slight similarity between the spur
and shoot leaves as far as general aspect#

The shoot loaves

are generally wider, have a shorter petiole, usually have
stipules and the sections, while similar, are generally
larger than those of the spur#
The spur leaves and sections for all samples seem to
be fairly consistent#
The shoot leaves apnoar to be rather consistent, except
for minor variations in #72lp., the shape of the blade base
and the variation from stipulate to exstipulate#

The sections

appear to be rather uniform#
It appears that these trees have a rather uniform nature
of most all parts but the leaf length and width is generally
greater than Indicated by the reference data#
The general conclusion would Indicate that all trees are
similar to the established species type#
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Malua ioensia »Plena*

(Schneider) Rehdor

"Bechtel*s Crab”j Bechtel Crab (3* 21)
Synonyms: Malua or pyrua angustlfolia * Flora Plena* (3)
Pyrus anguatlfolia floro pleno
Fyrua angustlfolia 1 Plena*

(3)

Pyrua angustifolia Bechtelil
Malua coronarla var. * plena*(3)
Pyrus coronaria 1Flore Plena* (3)
Pyrus cor onaria loonsIs * Flore Plena*
Malua ioensia plena

(3)

(21)

Malua or Pyrus ioensia *Flore Plena* (3)
Bechtel*a Double Flowering Crab (3)
This is a botanical form of Malus ioensia (3)
Discovered in Staunton* Ill* by E* A* Bechtel* of Staunton*
Ill., between 1840 and 1850. (21)
Introduced into cultivation 1888*
An annual bearer

(21)

Leaf?
Loblngt lobed (3)
Serrationss irregular and of a medium sisse (3)**
Baso of blade; cunoate (3)* or sometimes offset (3)*
Tip: not distinct (3)**
Pubescences on young leaves wooly or downy* as the leaves
mature they become smoother on the upper
side but on the under surface the woolli¬
ness remains and assumes a brownish tint (3)
Length! 10*7 - 11*2 cm. (3)**
Widths 4*3 * 4*4 cm* (3)**

Petioles
Lengths 2*1 «* 2*5 cm* (3)**
Stipules: lacking (3)#
Fruits
Effectives rare (3)
Skins v/axy (3)
Sises 3*0 cm* (21); 2*6 cm* {3)&
Colors green (21); green, greenish yellow (3)
Forms round or nearly round (3)# or irregular (3)<*
Calyxs persistent and the end is not depressed
Peduncle lengths 1*7 cm* (3)*
Flowers
Times vary late (3» 21)
Typos double; about 33 petals (21)
$iso: 5*2 cm* across (3)^5 5*0 cm* (21)
Colors pink, rose pink (3); pink (21)
Petalss broad rounded* irregular* overlapping,
entire (3)**

rtalus loons is 1 Plena*
Bechtel Crab
# 424-52-C, Arnold Arboretum
Dates observed! 9A/&0# 5/l3/6l
Leaf:
Loblng: Spurt

alight

Shoot t lobed
Serrations: distinct, irregular, coarso, crenate-serrat©
straight
Bdget undulate only on 3hoots

Folding! slight
Base of blade: cuneat©
Tip: not distinct
Midrib! bent at base to much reflex ad on shoots
Toxturej medium, coriaceous, smooth
Pubescence! Spurt

glabrous top, thin or lacking under

Shoott tomentos© under
Length! Spurt

11,0 - 13*0 cm. (11.0, 11*2, 13*0 cm#)

Shooti II#/ — 12#6 cm* (11*7, 11#9# 12*6 cm#)
Width: Spurt

3*4 ~ 4*2 cm* (3*4# 3*5># 4*2 cm*)

Shoot: 6*5 - 7*0 cm* (6*5# 7*0# 7*0 cm*)
Color: gray-green in spring
Petiole!
Length: Spur:

2*4 - 3*9 cm# (2*4# 3*4# 3*9 cm*)

Shoot: 2*0 — 2*4 cm* (2*0, 2*1, 2*4 cm#)

130-

Pubosconcc: Spurt

glabrat©

Shoots fcosuentoa©
Colors Spurt

reddish

Shoots purplish-gray
Stipules* occasionally on shoots, ssall
/■
Pruitt 9A/60, no fruit
Floors S/13/61# buds baroly formed
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PLATE 99.

Malus ioensis *Plena*
vSpur
$ 424-5P-0, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

PLATE 100.

Malus ioensis

TPlena*

Spur
# 424-52-C, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

.

4

PLATE 101.

Malus ioensis 1 Plena1
Spur
# 424-52-C, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

'

PLATE 102.

*

I

Malus ioensis * Plena»
Shoot
$ 424-52-C, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

PLATE 103.

Malus ioensis fPlena *
Shoot
# 424-52-0, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60
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PLATE 104.

Malus ioensis *Plena1
Shoot
# 424-52-C, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

187-

Malua ioensls ♦Plena»

0 42l|.-52-C
Plates

99-IOI4.

The length and width of the shoot loaves is greater
than indicated by the reference data*

Most other features

seem to be in conformity#
There is practically no similarity between the spur
and shoot leaves as far as general aspect*

The spur loaves

aro only slightly lofoed, not as wide, petioles lack tomentum,
there are no stipules present and the also of the sections
Is only about half the si a© compared to the shoot leaves and
sections#
The spur loaves vary somewhat from lobod to no lobing
and the sections, while rather consistent, shew/ some varia¬
tion from a scattering of scleronchyma tissue In section #1
to none*
The shoot leaves and sections are rather consistent
with only a variation from stipulate to ©^stipulate#

188*

Malus loensis >Plena1
Bechtel Crab
# B 123# University of Massachusetts
Datos observed: 5/31/60, 9/23/60, 10/23/60, 5/29/61, 8/30/6X
Leaf 5

Lobing: Spurs

slight

Shoots lobed
Serrations: distinct, Irregular, coarse, crenato-serrate,
straight
Edge: not undulate
Base of blade: cuneate, to almost rounded on shoot
Tips not distinct
Midribs slightly rofLexed
Textures medium, coriaceous, medium-smooth
Pubescences Spurs

mostly glabrous

Shoots glabrous top, tomentoso beneath and
along veins under
Lengths Spurs

9*8 ** 14*° om* (9*8# 11*3» l4*° osa*)

Shoots 10*5? — 11*3 cm* (XO*^?, 11*0, 11*3 cm*}
Widths

Spurs

3*8 - 4*3 cm# (3*8, 4*3# 4*3 cm*)

Shoots 5*2 - 6*2 cm* (5*2, 5*8, 6*2 cm*)
Colors lustrous gray-green, especially in spring
Petiole s
Lengths Spurs

1*7 - 3*2 cm* (1*7# 2*9, 3*2 cm*)

Shoots 2*2 — 2*4 cm* (2*2, 2*3, 2*4 cm*)

~139~

Pubescence: Spuri

tomentoae occasionally

Shoot: toaentose
Color: Spur:

often reddish toward base

Shoot: reddish
Stipules: occasionally on shoots* ssall
Fruit: 10/28/60 no fruit$ 8/30/61 no fruit
Flower: 5/29/61
Type: double
Sises 5.3 - 5.7 ora. (5.3, 5.5. 5.7 cra.)| 5/31/60
6.1 - 7.0 ora. (6,1, 6.1, 7.0 ora.)
Budas strong pink, 10 RP 7/8
Color: pale pink, 2,5 R 9/3
Petals: broad rounded, overlapping, entire edges, same
with auriculat© base

190*

PLATE 105.

Malus ioensis T Plena *
Spur
^ B 123, TJniv. of Mass.
9/23/60

19*

Spur
# B 123
9/83/60

,

Univ. of uass.

f

f

PLATE 107.

Malus ioensis 1 PlenaT

Spur
^ B 123, Univ. of Mass.
9/23/60

193*

<*

PLATE 108.

Malus ioensis * Plena*
Shoot
# B 123, Univ. of Mass,
9/23/60

I'

194*

-

f

PLATE 109.

Malus ioensis *Plena1
Shoot
# B 123, Univ. of Mass.
9/23/60

Jellow-green

PLATE 110.

Malus loensis fPlena*
Shoot
# B 123, Univ. of Mass.
9/23/60
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Malus ioensla ♦Plena1
# B 123
Plates 105-110
The width of the shoot leave a is greater and the size
of the flowers is great or than Indicated by the reference
data*

Most other features seen to be in general conformity.
There 13 little similarity between the spur and shoot

leaves as far as general aspect.

The spur leaves are not as

wide, not as lobed and the sections are generally smaller
than those of the shoot leaves and sections*

The phloem

color of a yellow-green is similar for both spur and shoot
sections#
The spur loaves and sections are rather consistent with
the yellow-green color of the phloem being of special note
for most sections.
The shoot leaves and sections are rather uniform v/ith
the yellow-green color of the phloem being of special note*
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Malus ioensls *Plena1
Bechtol Crab
# H 178# University of Massachusetts
Catgb observed! 5/31/60, 9/23/60, 9/28/60, 5/29/61, 8/30/61
Leaf: shaded

'

Loblng: slight
Serrations: distinct, irregular, shallow, erenato-serrato,
straight
Edge: not undulate
Folding: slight
Base of blade: cuneate
Tip: not distinct
Midrib: slightly r©flexed
Texture: medium, coriaceous, medium-smooth
Pubescence: glabrous top, tomentose beneath
Length: Spur:

9*3 * 11*1 cm# (9*3# 11*1, 11*1 cm*}
r

Shoot: 10*6 - 10*8 cm* (10*6, 10*8, 10*8 cm*)
Width:

Spur:

3**- * 3*5> cm# (3*2, 3*5?# 3*6 cm*)

Shoot: 3*6 - 3*9 cm# (3*8, 3*6, 3*9 cm#)
Color: lustrous gray-green, especially in spring
Petiole:
Length: Spur:

2*2 - 2#8 cm# (2*2, 2*6, 2*8 cm#)

Shoot: 2*2 - 2*3 cm# (2#2, 2#2, 2*3 cm#)
Pubes cence: Spur:

thin

Shoot: tomentose
Color: Spur:

reddish toward base

Shoot: reddish to purplish-gray

^
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Stipules* lacking
Fruit: 9/28/60 no fruit; 8/30/61 no fruit
Flower* 5/29/61
Type* double
Size* 5*1 -"6*0 cm# (5#1# 5*9* 6#0 cm#); 5/3i/6o* 5*0 cm*
Color* pale pirik* 2*5 H 9/3
Petals* broad rounded* overlapping* entire edges* some
with auriculate base
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PLATE 111.

Malus ioensis * Plena1
Spur
# H 178, TTniv. of Mass,
9/25/60

PLATE 112.

Malus ioensis yPlena*
Spur
# H 178, TTniv. of Mass.
9/25/60

*201

PLATE 113.

Malus ioensis TPlenay
Spur
# H 178, Univ. of Mass.
9/23/60

202*

*

<
Yellow^green

PLATE 114.

Malus ioensis * Plena*
Shoot
# H 178, IJniv. of Mass.
9/25/60

•
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•

Yellow-green

f

Yellow-green

PLATE 115,

Malus ioensis *Plena*
Shoot
# H 178, Univ. of Mass,
9/25/60

204*

>

PLATE 116.

Malus ioensis 1 PlenaT
Shoot
# H 178, tTniv. of Mass.
9/23/60

Malus ioensis #Plena*
# H 178
Plates 111-116
The width of both the spur and shoot leaves Is less
than indicated by the reference data*

Most other features

seem to be in general conformity*
There is ad efinlte similarity between the spur and
shoot leaves as far as general aspect*

The spur leaves are

only slightly narrower than the shoot leaves but the shoot
leaf sections display a yellow-green phloem color which is
not indicated by the spur sections*
' *

The spur loaves are rather uniform except in the #1
sections where there is a variation from a display of some
sclorenchyma tissue to none*
The shoot leaves are rather consistent but again there
is a variation in the #1 sections from some sclerenchyna
tissue to none*

The yellow*green phloem color Is rather
4

conspioious for all sections#
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Malua ioenaia 1 Plena*
Bechtol Crab
# H 252, University of h&ssachusetts
Dates observed} 5/31/60, 9/23/60, 10/28/60, 5/29/61, 8/30/61
Deaf j
Lobing: Spur:

slight

Shoot: lobod
Serrations: distinct, Irregular, coarse, cronate-serrat©
straight
Edge: not undulate
Folding: saucer-shaped to slight
Base of blade: Spin*:

cuneato

Shoot: ouneate to rounded
Tip: not distinct
Midrib: slightly reflexed
Texture: medium, coriaceous, medium-smooth
Pubescence: Spur:

glabrous above, thin below

Shoot: glabrous above, tomentose below
Length: Spur:

10*9 - 13,2 cm, (10,9# 11*2, 13,2 cm,)

Shoot: 11*0 - 12*4 cm, (11,0, 12,1, 12,4 cm,)
Width: Spur:

4*1 - 5*0 cm, (4*1# 4*1# 5*0 cm,)

Shoot: 5*7 - 6,5 cm* (5*7# 6,0, 6,5 cm,)
Color: lustrous gray-green, especially in spring
v

v .

},

*

Petiole:
Length: Spur:

2,1 - 3*0 cm, (2,1, 2*8, 3*0 cm,)

Shoot: 1,9 - 2,6 cm, (1*9# 2*4# 2*6 cm,)

20?

Pubescence: tomontos©
Color: reddish, ©spoolally toward base
Stipules: occasionally on shoots, small
Fruit: 10/28/60 no fruit; 8/30/61 no fruit
Flower: 5/29/61

Type; double
Size: 5*5 - 6,0 cm* (5*5# 5*6* 6*0 cm*); 5/31/60, 4*8 cm#
Color: Palo pink, 2*5 K 9/3
Petals: broad: rounded, ox'erlapping, entiro edges, some
with auriculate base

PLATE 117.

Malus ioensis TPlena*
Spur
ft H 252, Univ. of Mass.
9/23/60

aov-

PLATE 118.

Malus ioensis tplenaT
Spur
# H 252, Univ. of Mass.
9/25/60

PLATE 119.

Malus ioensls t^)lenat
Spur
# H P.52, TJniv. of Mass.
9/25/60

211*

*

PLATEJ^gO.

Malus ioensis * Plena*
Shoot
# H 252, Univ. of Mass.
9/23/60

Yellow-green

PLATE 121.

Malus ioensls TPlena*
Shoot
& H 252, TJniv. of Mass.
9/23/60
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*

PLATE 122.

Malus ioensis * Plenaf
Shoot
# H 252, TJniv. of Mass.
9/23/60

*

Meins loonsis ’Plena*

# K 252
Plates 117*122
The width of the shoot loaves Is greater and the size
of the flowers is greater or less, depending on the year,
than indicated by the reference data*

Moat other features

sees to be in general conformity*
There is only a slight similarity between the spur and
shoot leaves as far as general aspect*

The spur leaves are

not as wide, they are generally not as lobed and the sise
of the sections is less than compared with the shoot leaves*
The spur leaves and sections are rather consistent with
only a alight variation from stipulate to axstipulate*
The shoot loaves and sections are rather consistent with
only a slight variation from stipulate to exstipulate and a
slight variation in the section numbers for each sample that
display a yellow*green phloem color*
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Ha lug loensia * Plena*
# 424-52-0, Plates 99-104
# B 123

, PIat03 105-110

# H 178

, Platos 111-1X6

# H 252

, Plates 117-122

There are several items In which the various trees
sampled do not conform with the reference data; they are*
the width of all shoot leaves (except # H 178 which is less)
is greater; the length of the shoot leaf of # 424-52-C Is
neater; the width of the spur leaves of # H 178 is less;
the flower size of both # S 123 and # H 252 is larger*

Most

other features appear to be rather analogous*
Ther© is little similarity between the spur and shoot
leaves as far as general aspect (except # H 178, which is
definitely similar)*

The spur leaves are generally narrower,

less lobed and generally the sections are smaller than the
shoot leaves and sections*

Yellow-green phloem color is con-

spici ous on the sections of both spur and shoot for # B 123#
only present on the shoot sections of # H 173 and # H 252,
and absent from § 424-52-C*
The spur leaves and sections ar© generally rather con**
slatent with only the following variants: # 424-52-0 from
lobing to none; a scattering of sclerenohyma tissue in the
#1 sections of # 424-52-G and # H 178 to none in the other
trees sampled; a variation fror stipulate to exstlpulat©
only in # H 252; a yelloYf-green phloem color being especially
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eonspicioua In # 8 123 only*
The shoot loaves and sections are rather consistent#
with only the following variance; from stipulate to ©^sti¬
pulate In # 4^4-52-C and # H 2f>2 only; variation from
sclorenchyma tissuo to rone in th© #1 sections of # H 1?&
only; all samples except # i*2lp«52-C display a yellow-groan
phloem color#
It appears from the above that these troos are rather
similar as far as leaf aspect but all are either wider or
not as wide as specified by the reference data*

The reason

for # R 17B being less wide is that the tree Is partially
shaded*

All trees, except # !j.2ij-52~C display a yellow-green

color of the phloem sections of th© shoot leaves*
Th© general conclusion would Indicate that all trees
are similar to the established species type*
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Halus aargentil

Rehder

Sargent Crab ( 3$ 21)
Synonyms: Pyrua mains sargent11 (3)
Pyrus sargentl
Mains Sleboldl sargent11
A species from Japan
Introduced Into the U* S* A* in 1392 by the Arnold
Arboretum (21)
An alternate bearer (21)
Leaf l
Shapes ovate* those of shoots usually broad-ovate
Loblng? lacking* lobod only on strong shoots* usually
one pair of large lobes at base although
many leaves do not even have a trace of a
lobe or Incision (3)
Serrations: sharp? Irregular (3K%
Base of blades rounded or subcordate? cordate on termi¬
nal* rounded on spur (3)^
Tips acuminate? not distinct (3)**
Pubescence: villous ishen young* finally nearly glabrous
Length: 5-3 era* long
Width? 3*3 - 5*9 cm* (3*3* 4*6* 5*9 cm*) (3)*
Colon orange to yellow In fall (21)
Petiole:
Length: 2-3 cm* long? Vp*7 - 1*6 cm* (0*7* 1*2* 1*8 era*)

(3)«1
Pubescence: present
Stipules: medium to large or lacking (3)**
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Fruit i
Effective3 September* October* November* December (21)
Skim not waxy (3)
Sis©: about 1 cm# across;

0#9 cm# (3)#

Colon dark rod* slightly bloomy;

or dark purplish red (3)

Form; subglobose
Calyx: deciduous* end is depressed (3)
Peduncle length: 2#1 cm# (3)#
Flower:

,

Time: late (3* 21)
Type: single (3* 21)
Sis©: 2*5 cm* across;

2*6 cm* (3)**

Buds: tsfoito with pink touch (3)
Color: pure white
Petals: oval* broad at base* overlapping; with entire
edges (3)#

Malus aarflontll
Sargent Crab
# i|.681~A, Arnold Arboretum
Dates observed? 9A/60, 5A3/61
Le af\*
LobIns« only on strong shoots
Serrations* distinct. Irregular, shallow to coarse,
sharp, often curved
Bdget undulate
Folding* alight
Base of blade* cordate
Tip* usually not distinct
Midrib* Spur*

straight to slightly refloxed

Shoot: much reflexed
Texture; medium, coriaceous, smooth
Pubescence* Spur*

glabrous

Shoot* thin bottom and along veins under
Length* Spur*

8*5 - 10*5 cm* (8*5# 9*9# 10*5 cm*)

Shoot * 7.8 - 8.2 cm* <7.0, 3.1, 8.2 cm#)
Width*

Spur*

3.3 m 4-#Q cm# (3.3, 3.5, 4.0 cm#)

Shoot* 4.7 «* 6*1 cm# <4*7, 5.9, 6.1 cm#)
Petiole*
Length * Spur*

2.1 - 2*? cm# <2.1, 2.5, 2.7 cm*)

Shoots 1.0 - i*if cm* (1.0, X#il, 1*6 cm#)
Pubescence* Spur*

glabrous

Shoot* thin

220

Color: reddish toward base
Stipules:occasionally on shoots, small
Fruits 9/l/b0
Skins not waxy
Siso* 1*0 cm* (1*0, 1*0, 1*0 cm*)
Colors yellow and red
Forms oblate
Calyxs lacking, separate scar ring
Peduncle lengths 3*0 cm* (3*0, 3*0, 3*0 cm*)
Flowers 5/13/61 no buds or flowers
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PLATE 125.

Malus sargentii
Spur
4 4681-A, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

PLATE 124.

Malus sargentil
Spur
“
# 4681-A, Arnold Arboretum
' 9/1/60

PLATE 125>

Malus sargentii
Spur
# 4681-A, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

PLATE 126.

Malus sargentii
Shoot
# 4681-A, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60,

PLATE 127.

Malus sargentii
Shoot
# 4681-A, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

-226-

Shoot
# 4681-A, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

22?

Malua aargentll

§ £j.60l~A
Plates 123-128
The length of the spur leaves and the length of the
fruit peduncle is greater than established by the reference
data#

Most other features seem to be in general conformity*
There is no similarity between the spur and shoot

leaves as far as general aspect#

The spur leaves are longer,

not as wide, the petioles are longer, they lack lohing,
lack stipules and the sections, while similar in structure,
are only about half as large as compared with the shoot#
The spur leaves and sections are rather consistent#
The shoot leaves and sections are uniform with only
one #1 section not showing random pigmentation#
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Mains sargentli
Sargent Crab
# F 239, University of Massachusetts
Datos observed 1 9/24/60, 10/26/60, 5A8/&1
Leafs

Lobings Spurs

alight

Shoots lobod
sensations: distinct, irregular, coarse, sharp, straight
to somewhat curved, often bristle tipped
Edge: not undulate
Foldings alight
Base of blades cordate

Tips usually distinct
Midribs 3lightly roflexed
Textures Spurs

medium

Shoots thick, very coriaceous, medium-smooth
Pubescences mostly glabrous, thin along veins under
Lengths Spurs

9*0 * 9*9 ora* (9*0# 9*4# 9*9 cm*)

Shoots 7*7 - 9*1 cm* (7*7, 8.8# 9*1 cm.)
Widths Spurs

3*9 -

4*5

cm. (3*9#

4*^# 4*5

cm.)

Shoots 6.0 - 6*9 cm. (6*0, 6.2, 6*9«cm.)
Petioles
Lengths Spurs

2*4 «* 2*5 cm. (2*4, 2*5# 2.5 cm.)

Shoots 1.6 cm.
Pubescences Spurs

(1.6, 1.6, 1.6 cm.)

thin

Shoots heavier

Color: reddish, ©specially on shoot
Stipules: usually on shoots, medium sized
Pruitt 9/2V60
Skint not waxy
Sizot 1*0 *** 1*1 cm* (1*0, 1*0, 1*1 cm*)
Color* dark red
Form: oblate
Calyx t no remains
Peduncle length* 2*7 cm* (2*7, 2*7, 2*7 cm*)
Flower* 5/13/61
Type* single
Size* 2*5 * 2*6 cm* (2*5, 2*5, 2*6 cm*)
Color* whit©
Petals* narrow to broad rounded, near to overlapping,
entire edges, some viith auriculat© base
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PLATE 129.

Malus sargentii
Spur
4 E 239, IJniv. of Mass.
9/24/60

-23*

PLATE 150.

Malus sargentii
Spur
# E 239, Univ. of Mass.
9/24/60

PLATE 151.

Malus sargentii
Spur
# E 239, Univ. of Mass.
9/24/60

*23>

PLATE 132

Malus sargentil
Shoot
# E 239, Univ. of Mass
9/24/60

PLATE 155.

Malus sargentii
Shoot
^ E 239, Univ. of Mass.
9/24/60

-235-
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PLATE 154.

Malus sargentii
Shoot
# E 239, TJniv. of Mass,
9/24/60

-- " N
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Malus sorKBEtli

# B 239
Plates 129-134
•Plie length of the spur leavos, width of the shoot
leaves and the length of the fruit peduncle la greater than
indicated by the reference data#

Most other features seem

to be in general conformity•
There is little similarity between the spur and shoot
leaves as far as general aspect#

The spur leaves are longer#

not as wide, petioles are longer# not as lobed and are exstipulate as compared with the shoot leaves#

The spur sections

are generally not as large and in on© #1 section a yellowgreen color is conspicious# otherwise the sections are rather
analogous#
The spur leaves and sections are rather consistent ex¬
cept for the on© section mentioned above#
Tli© shoot leaves and sections are consistent except for
ono #1 section that lacks tomentura and another #1 section
that does not display any random pigmentation#
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Ifalus sargentil
Sargent Crab
# H

251* University of Massachusetts

Dates observed*

9/&4/6O, 9/29/60, 10/26/60, 5/1Q/61

Leaf:
Lobing: Spur:

slight or lacking

Shoot: lobed
Serrations: distinct, irregular, coarse, sharp, straight
to curved, often bristle tipped#
3Mget not undulate
Folding: slight
Base of blado: Spur:

rounded

Shoot: cordate
Tip: often distinct
Midrib: slightly reflcxed
Texturo: medium, coriaceous, medium-smooth
Pubescence: Spur:

glabrous

Shoot: thin along veins under
Length: Spur:

9*& - 11*0 cm* (9*6, 10*3, 11*0 cm*)

Shoot: 9*3 ** 9*9 cm#

(9*3, 9*3# 9*9 cm#)

3*3 - 4*4 cm* (3*3, 3*9# 4*4 cm*)

Width: Spur:
Shoot:

4*9 - 5*6

cm#

(4*9# 5*4# 5*6

cm*)

Petiole:
Length: Spurt

2*5 - 3*9 cm* ( 2*5, 3*0, 3*9 cm*)

Shoot: 1*5 m 2*0 cm* (1*5# 1*6, 2*0 cm*)
Pubescence: Spur:

glabrous

Shoot: pubescent

Color: reddish* especially on shoot
Stipules! usually on shoots* small
Fruits 9/24/60
Skin: not waxy
Size: 0*9 * 1*0 on* (0*9* 1*0, 1*0 cm*)
Color: dark red
Form: oblate
Calyx: no remains
Peduncle length: 2*7 - 3*0 cm* (2*7, 2*7* 3*0 cm*)
Flower: 5/18/61
Type: single
Size: 2*2 - 3*0 cm* (2*2, 2*3, 3*0 cm*)
Color: itiite
Petals: narrow to broad rounded, near to overlapping,
entire edges, sometimes with an auriculate
base
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PLATE 155.

Malus sargentii
Spur
# H 251, TTniv. of Mass.
9/24/60

•2^0-

Spur
# H 251, TJniv. of Mass,
9/24/60

Spur
# H 251, Univ. of Mass.
9/24/60

PLATE 158.

Malus sargentii
Shoot
^ H 251, IJniv. of Mass.
9/24/60

PLATE 159.

Malus sargentii
Shoot
^ H 251, TJniv. of Mass.
9/24/60

PLATE 140.

Malus sargentii
Shoot
^ H 251, TJniv. of Mass.
9/24/60

Malua aai^gontil

# R 251
Plates 135-140
The length of both the spur and shoot leaves and the
fruit peduncle length is greater than specified by the re¬
ference data*

Most other features seem to be in general

conformity*
There is only a slight similarity between the 3pur and
shoot loaves as far as general aspect*

The spur leaves are

not as lobed, ©xstipulate, not as wide, and the petiole
length is longer than the shoot loaves*

The spur sections,

while similar to the shoot sections, do not display any
tomentum, often have some random pigmentation in the #1
sections and do not show any yellovz-groon color around the
xylom as displayed by one #1 section of the shoot leaf*
The spur loaves vary from lobing to lack of lobing and
the #1 sections vary from some random pigmentation to none*
The shoot leaves are rather consistent and, except for
ono #1 section which shows a yellow-green color around the
xylem, are rather uniform*
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Malus sargent11
Sargent Crab
# H 3l\l, University of Massachusetts
Dates observed: 9/2lf/6G, 10/28/60, 5/23/bl, 9A/&3.
Leaf: shaded ;
Lobing: Spurs

slight

Shoot: lobod
Serrations: distinct* irregular, coarse, sharp, straight
to curved, sometimes bristle tipped
Bdge: not undulate

Fold ing i s li^i t
Base of blade: Spur:

usually rounded

Shoot: cordate
Tip: often distinct
Midrib: slightly reflexed
Texture: medium, soft, smooth

Pubescence: glabrous top, thin under and along veins
Length: Spur:

9*& - 12,1 cm, (9*6, 10,7, 12,1 cm,)

Shoot: 9*5 ** 10,3 era, (9*5» 10,1, 10,8 cm,)
Width: Spin*:

4*2 - If,9 cm, (If,2, If,3, if*9 cm,)

Shoots 5,0 - 7*2 cm, (5*0, 6,8, 7*2 cm,)
Petiole;
Length: Spur:

2*2 - 3,1 cm, (2,2, 2,7, 3*1 cm,)

Shoot: 1,** 2,1 cm, (1,/, 1,/, 2,1 cm,)
Pubescence: Spurs

thin to glabrous

Shoot; pubescent to thin

Color: reddish, especially toward base
%

Stipules: usually only on shoots, small
Fruits 9/24-/60 no fruitj 9A/6I
Skim not waxy
Sise: 1*0 - 1*1 cm* (1*0, 1*1, 1*1 cm*)
Color: yellow with half a rod blush
Form: oblate
Calys: deciduous, end only slightly depressed
Peduncle length: 2*2 - 2*5 cm* (2*2, 2*5, 2*5 cm*)
Flower: 5/23/61
Type: single
Slsa: 3*1 - 3*3 cm* (3*1, 3*3* 3*3 cm*)
Color: white, prominent yellows and orange stamens
Petals: broad rounded, overlapping, entire edges,
auriculate base
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PLATE 141.

Malus sargentii
Spur
# H 341, TJniv. of Mass.
9/24/60

—

/

PLATE 142.

Malus sargentii
Spur
^ H 341, TIniv. of Mass.
9/24/60
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Spur
# H 341, Univ. of Mass.
9/24/60

«25l+

PLATE 144.

Malus sargentii

Shoot

4 H 541, IJniv. of Mass.
9/24/60

•*2$2~
s

PLATE 145.

Malus sargentii
Shoot
# H 341, Univ. of Mass.
9/24/60

*2$y»

PLATE 146.

Malus sargentii
Shoot
# H 341, Ilniv. of Mass.
9/24/60

Malue cargentil
if H 341
Plates 141-U4.6
The length of both the spur and shoot leaves, general
shoot leaf width, fruit peduncl© length and the sia© of the
flowers is greater than indicated by the reference data.
Most other features soon* to be in general conformity*
There is only a alight similarity between the spur and
shoot loaves as far as general aspect*

The spur leaves are

not as wide, the petioles are longer, they are not as lobed
and they are oxstipulate as compared with the shoot loaves*
The spur sections, while generally smaller, arc similar to
tho shoot sections*
The spur leaves and sections are rather consistent*
Tho shoot loaves and sections are fairly uniform*

Malua surgentli
# 46U1-A, Plates 123-126
# E 239 * Plates 129-134
# II 251 , Platoa 135-140
§ H 341 . Plates 141-146
The length of the spur loaves and tho fruit peduncle
length for all samples Is greater than indicated by the
reference data*

Most other features except the excess

length of shoot leaves for # H

and # H 3lp. appear to

be rather consistent*
There is little similarity betv/eon the spur and shoot
leaves as far as general aspect*

Tho spur loaves are gen~

©rally not a3 lobed, are ©^stipulate, are longer, not as
wide and the petioles are longer when compared with the
shoot leaves*

The spur sections, while generally smaller,

are similar to the shoot sections*
The spur loaves and sections are rather uniform*
The shoot leaves and sections are fairly consistent*
It appears from t’leoe samples that these trees are
rather uniform as far as leaf aspect but th© length of the
spur loaves and the length of the fruit peduncle is greater
than specified by the reference data*
The general conclusion would indicate that all trees
are similar to the established species type*

Malus spacfcabills (Alton) Borkhausen
Chines© Flavoring Crab (21)}

Chinos© Crab (3)

Synonyms: ?yrus spec tab ill 3
Malus sinensis (3)
Chinese Flowering Apple (3)
A species from China
Hot known wild
Grown by Dr* J* Pother gill in England in 1750* Probably
introduced into America within the following 75 years* (21)
A valuable species and considerably mixed in America (21)
Leafs
Shapes elliptic to elliptic-oblong
Serrationss appressed-serrat©
Base of blades cuneate
Tips short acuminate
Textures subchartaceous
Pubescences lustrous and glabrous above* pubescent be¬
neath when young* finally nearly glabrous
Lengths 5 - 8 cm* long
Petioles
Lengths 1-3 cm* long
Puboscencos present
Fruits
Effectives the last throe weeks of August (21)
Sizes about 2 cm* across} 2*0 - 3*0 cm# (21)
Colors yellowish
Form: subglobose

Calyx: and is without a cavity
Peduncles usually thickened at apex
Flowers
Times medium (21)
Types seniidoublo or sometimes single

Bizet 1*. - 5 enu across
Buds: deep rose red
Colors fading to blush

l-lalus gpectabills

Chine go Flowering Crab
# None, Arnold Arboretum

Bates observed* 9A/6O, 5/13/61
Leaf*
Lobing: lacking
Serrations* distinct, irregular, coarse, sharp to
crenate~s©rrat©, straight to curved
Edges undulate and irregular
Foldings Spurt

slight

Shoot: much
Base of blades rounded to cuneate to slightly attenuate
often offset
Tips usually not distinct
Midribs Spurs

straight to slightly r©flexed

Shoots bent at base
Textures thick, rather coriaceous, medium-*smooth
Pubescences along veins under
Spurs

glabrous

Shoots thin, under
Lengths Spurs
Shoots
Widths

Spurs

12,0 - 12*7 cm# (12*Q, 12*5, 12*7 cm*)
8#8 - 10*7 cm* (8*8, 9*5* 10*7 cm*)

5*2 - 6*1 cm* (5*2, 5*3# 6*1 cm*)

Shoots 4*t * 5*8 cm* (4*^* 4*5# 5*8 cm*)
Petioles
Lengths Spurs

2*8 ~ 3*5 cm* (2*8, 3*4, 3*5 cm*)

Shoots 1*4 -*2*2 cm* (1*4* 1*7# 2*2 cm*)
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Pubescence? Spur?

thin

Shoot? pubescent
Colon base reddish

Stipules? occasionally on shoots, small
Fruit? 9A/&0 poor quality
Skin: not waxy
Size: 2.? - 3*5 cm* (2*7, 3*0, 3*5 cm.)

Color: green and red
Form: oblate, knobby
Calyx: present, end depressed
Peduncle length: 2*4 - 3*4 cm* (2*4# 3*2, 3*4 cm*)
Flower: 5A3/&1* not opened
Buds: strong red, 2*5 B 5A2 f
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PLATE 147.

Malus spectabllis
Spur
# None, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60
i
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PLATE 148.

Malus spectabilis
Spur
# None, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60
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PLATE 149.

Malus spectabilis
Spur
# None, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60
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PLATE 150.

Malus spectabills
Shoot
^ None, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

«*26if-

PLATE 151.

M&lus spectabills
Shoot
# None, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60

*•265**

PLATE 152.

Malus spectabills
Shoot
# None, Arnold Arboretum
9/1/60
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Malua apectabllis
# Hone, Arnold Arboretum
Plates 1^7-152
The length of both the spur and shoot loaves Is greater
than indicated by the reference data#

Most other features

scorn to be in general conformity*
There Is a general similarity between the spur and
shoot leaves as far as general aspect*

The spur leaves are

longer, petioles longer and there is no indication of stipules
as compared with the shoot leaves#

The spur sections are

generally not as large and do not show the presence of any
tomentum as indicated on the shoot sections#
The spur leaves and sections are rather uniform*
The shoot leaves vary from stipulate to exstipulate
but otherwise are rather uniform and with rather consistent
sections*
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Mains spectabllia
Chinos© Flowering Crab
# D 4-0, University of Massachusetts
Dates observed: 4/26/60, 9A/&0, 10/2ci/60, 5/XB/bX
Leaf*
Lobingt lacking
Serrations* distinet, irregular, coarse, sharp, straight
to curved, reddish in spring
Edge: undulate
Folding* slight
Base of blade* rounded to cunente
Tips distinct
Midrib* Spur*

straight to slightly roflexed

Shoot* bent at base
Texture* medium, coriaceous, medium-smooth
Pubescences glabrous, along veins under toward base
Length* spurs

11,4 - 12,6 cm, (11*4# 11*5# 12,6 cm,)

Shoots 10,7 * 12,5 cm* (10,7# 12*1# 12*5 cm,)
Widths

“

4*5

cbm

Shoot* 5,0 -

6*5

cm, (5*0,

Spur*

4*2

(4*2, 4*4# 4*5

cm,)

5,6, 6,5

cm,)

Petiole*
Lengths Spur*

3*1 ~ 3*3 cm, (3*1# 3*3# 3*3 cm,)

Shoot* 2*4 **3*0 cm, (2,4#3*0, 3*0 cm,)
Pubescence* medium to thin
Color* base reddish

Stipules: occasionally on shoots, sraall
Fruit: 9/7/&0
Skin: not waxy
Size: 1#6 - 1*7 cm# (1#6, 1*6, 1*7 cm#)
Color: 9/7/&0 greenj 10/28/60 yellow
Forms oblate and flattened
Calyx: persistent and large
Peduncle length: 4*2 -

era# (4*2, 4*5# 4*6 cm#)

Flower: 5/18/61
fype: single or serai-double
Size: 2#8 — 3#4 cm# (2*8, 3*1, 3*4 cm*)
Color: white with pink
Petals: narrow rounded, near or overlapping, entire
edges

PLATE 155.

Malus spectabilis
Spur
^ D 40, TTniv. of Mass.
9/7/60

*2?0~

PLATE 154.

Malus spectabilis
Spur
^ D 40, TJniv. of Mass,
9/7/60

•2?1«

PLATE 155.

Malus spectabilis
Spur
# D 40, Univ. of Mass.
9/7/60

•2?2~

PLATE 156.

Malus spectabilis
Shoot
# D 40, TJniv. of Mass.
• 9/7/60
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PLATE 157.

Malus spectabilis
Shoot
^ D 40, Univ. of Mass.
9/7/60

PLATE 158.

Malus soectabilis
Shoot
# D 40, TJniv. of Mass.
9/7/60
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Malua speotabllla
# D

kO

Plates 153-158
Tho length of both the spur and shoot loaves is
greater and the 3ize of the flower la less than indicated
by the reference data#

Most other features seem to be in

general conformity#
There is little similarity between the sy>ur and shoot
leaves as far as general aspect#

The spur leaves are not

as wide, petiole length is longer and they are ©^stipulate
as compared with the shoot leaves*

The spur sections are

rather similar but smaller than tho3© of the shoot#
Tho spur leaves and sections are rather consistent with
only a variation from tomentum to its lack for the various
leaves#
The shoot leaves and sections are rather uniform but
varying from stipulate to exstipulate, from random pigments-*
tion to none in the #1 sections and from some to a lack of
sclorenchyma tissue in the #1 sections#

27 b

!talus spectabllls
Chinose Flowering Crab
# D

57# University of Massachusetts

Dates

observed? 1^/26/60, 9/7/6°# 9/28/60, 5/lB/6l

Leafs
*.

Lobing: lacking
Serrations: distinct, irregular, coarse, shaxp# straight
to curved, reddish Ir spring
gdget undulate
Foldings slight
Base of blade: rounded to slightly cuneate
Tips distinct
Midribs Spur:

straight or slightly reflexed

Shoots bent at base
Texture: medium and medium-smooth
Shoot s rather coriaceous
Pubescences glabrous; along veins under toward base
Lengths Spurs 10*5 - ll*lj. cm* (10*5# 11*2, 11*1$. cm*)

Vidths

Shoots

9*9 ** 12*0 cm* (9*9# 11*1# 12*0 cm*)

Spur:

4*2 - 5*9 cm* (4*2, 4*3# 5«9 cm*)

Shoots

5*3 m

cm*

(5*3# 5*7# 5*8 cm*)

Petiolos
Lengths Spurs

2*5 - 2*6 cm* (2*5# 2.6, 2*6 cm*)

Shoots 1*8 -

2*6 cm. (1*8# 2.6, 2*6 cm*)

Pubescences thin or glabrous
Colors reddish base

Stipules: occasionally on shoots* small
Fruits 9/28/60 firm
Skins not waxy
Sizes 2*0 - 2#4 cm* (2*0* 2*2, 2*4 cm*)
Color: 9/7/60 green or yellowish; 9/2&/60 yellow
Forms oblate and flattened
Calyx: persistent
Peduncle length: 2*3 - If*0 cm* (2.8, 3*5* lf#0 cm.)
Flower: 5/l8/6l
Types single and semi-double
Sizes 3*5> — 3*7 cm* (3*5?# 3*6, 3*7 cm.)
Color: white with pink
Petals: narrow rounded, overlapping, entire
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PLATE 159.

Ivfalus spectabills

Spur
^ D 57, Univ. of Mass.
9/7/60
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PLATE 160.

Malus spectabilis
Spur
# D 57, Univ. of Mass.
9/7/60

4’

•LATE 161.

Malus spectabllis

Spur
# D 57, IJniv. of Mass.
9/7/60

•23l<»

PLATE 162.

Malus spectabilis
Shoot
# D 57, Univ. of Mass.
9/7/60
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PLATE 165.

Malus spectabilis
Shoot
# D 57, Univ. of Mass.
9/7/60

PLATE 164.

Malus spectabilis
Shoot
# D 57, Univ, of Mass.
9/7/60
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?;alun apaetabilis

# d 57 >
Plates 159-161}
The length of both the spur and shoot loaves is
)

.

.

• t

,

*

.

4

greater and the sis© of the flowers is less than indica¬
ted by the reference data*

Most other features seem to

be in general conformity*
V

..

I

•

V

*

•

<

^

-r

■

Thor© is some similarity between the spur and shoot
leaves as far as general aspect*

The spur loaves are gen¬

erally smaller and are ©xstipulat© as compared with the
shoot leaves*

The siae of the spur sections is smaller

although generally similar to the shoot sections*
The spur leaves and sections are rather consistent
with only a variation from random pigmentation on one sec¬
tion #1 to none on the others*
The shoot leaves and sections are rather consistent
with a variation from stipulate to ©xstipulat© and from
glabrous to tomenfcose*
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Malug spectabilis
Chinos© Flowering Crab
# 32

67* University.of Massachusetts

Dates observed! 12/21/59. 4/26/60, 9/?/60, 10/26/60, 5/23/61
Loaf:
Lobingi lacking
Serrations: distinct,to indistinct* irregular* shallow*
to coarse* crenate-serrate, straight to
curved, reddish in spring
Edge* somewhat undulate
Folding: Spur:

slight

Shoot: much
Base of blade: rounded to slightly cuneate
Tip: usually not distinct
T.Udrib: straight to slightly reflexed
Texture: medium* rather coriaceous* medium-smooth
Pubescence: Spur:

glabrous

Shoot: thin under and along veins
Length: Spur:

Widths

12*4 - 14*7 cm*

(12*4* 13*0* 14*7 cm*)

Shoot: 11*5 - 14*9 cm*

(11*5, 13*9* *4*9 cm*)

Spurt

3*4 - 3*7 cm* (3*4*

3*4* 3*7 cm*)

Shoot: 4»& - 5*8 cm* (4*&* 5*2* 5*6 cm*)
Petiole:
Length: Spurs

3*5 - 4**1- cm* (3*5* 4*3* 4*4 cm*)

Shoot: 2*2 — 3*2 cm* (2*2, 2*6, 3*2 cm*)
Pubescence: Spur:

thin to glabrous

Shoot: pubescent
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Color: red to a reddish base
Stipules: occasionally on shoots, small
Fruits

9/7/60, abundant

Skin: not waxy
V

,

•

*i

Size:
Color:

frt

•

•

^

1 #4 - 1,6 cm, (1,4-, 1,5, 1,6 cm,)
9A/60 greon with blush; 10/28/60 greenishyellow and some decayed

Fora: oblate to oval
Calyx: persistent and large, fleshy at base
Peduncle length:
Flower:

4*5 - 5*5 cm, (4*5# 5*0, 5*5 cm,)

5/23/61

Type: semi-double
Size:

4*0 * 6,0 cm, (4*0, 4*3# 6,0 cm,)

Color: white with pink
Petals: broad rounded, somewhat Irregular, overlapping,
entire edges
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PLATE 165.

Malus spectabilis
Spur
.
# E 67, TTniv. of Mass*
9/7/60

PLATE 166.

Malus spectabilis
Spur
# E 67, TJniv. of Mass,
9/7/60

«*209-

PLATE 167,

Malus spectabilis
Spur
4 E 67, Univ. of Mass,
9/7/60

PLATE 168.

Walus spectabills
Shoot
# E 67, TJniv. of Mass.
9/7/60

*
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PLATE 169.

Malus spectabilis
Shoot
#'E 67, ITniv. of Mass.
9/7/60

<*29*

PLATE 170.

Malus spectabilis
Shoot
# E 67, TJniv. of Mass.
9/7/60
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Halus apeotablll3

# B 6?
Plates l6s>—170
The length of both the spur and shoot loaves is
great or* the length of the petiole of the spur loaves is
greater and. the size of the fruit is smaller than speci¬
fied by the reference data*

Most other features seem to

be In general conformity#
There is no similarity between the spur and shoot
loaves as far as general aspect#

The spur leaves are

narrower, have a longer petiole, have smaller serrations
and are exstipulate as compared with the shoot leaves*
The sections of both spur and shoot are rather similar#
The spur leaves and sections are rather uniform with
only a variation in the #1 sections from some random pig¬
mentation to none#
The shoot loaves and sections are consistent with some
variation from random pigmentation in the #1 section to none
and a yellow epidermal coloration on one #2 section to none
on the others#
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Tvtalus sppctabllis
# Hon©, Arnold Arboretum, Plates ll>.?~l52
# D 40, Plates 153-158

$ D 57$ Plates 159-3.64
# S 67# Plates 165-170
The general length of both the spur and shoot leaves
Is greater for all samples than indicated by the reference
The fruit size for # S 67 and the flower size for

data.

# D i|.0 and # D 57 are loo3 than specified.

The petiole

length of the spur leaves of # E 67 is greater than estab¬
lished,

Most other features seem to be somewhat consistent

with the established data but not between all samples.
There is a variance between the spur and shoot leaves
from being somewhat similar to no similarity.

The spur

and shoot loaves and sections as well as fruit and flowers
of # D

Ifi and # D 57 a**© rather similar, but do not compare

with either of the other two trees.

The leaves and sections

of # £ 67 do not correspond with the other trees and Its
fruit does not correspond with # Hone (Arnold Arboretum),
The flowers of # E 67 do correspond with the reference data*
It appears from the samples that these tre©3 are not
uniform but that # D lj.0 and # X) 57 are similar,.
and

The # E 67

if Hon© (Arnold Arboretum) do not correspond with each

other or with # £>

kO or # & 57*

The general conclusion would indicate that only the
# Hone (Arnold Arboretum} Is similar to the established
species type and this with some lack of data#

The refer¬

ence data is not at all complete for this species so that
a nor© accurate comparison cannot be made#

SUMMARY AND GOHCLUSXOH

Thor© were 3omo difficulties encountered wh©n working
with the crab apples; some of which wore:
A* Accurate or definite reference data wa3 often im¬
possible to find#
B# The roferenc© data measurements of leaf and petiole
size seemed to Indicate data from dried specimens#
C# The reference data did not differentiate between
spur or shoot leaves or from what typo of leaf the
measurements were obtained#
D* The reliability of some name tags on trees were
often In doubt and were verified by this research;
the notations of this are included in the species
summaries#
By checking the characteristics of not only the loaves
and sections, but also the fruit and flower, it provided a
verifying identity check#
It was deemed necessary to work from a basic list of
trees that were the same to establish a 3ound data base for
identification and the procedure and technique necessary
to obtain such results#
The various characteristics of the leaves and petiole
sections usually were distinctive enough to determine the
Identity of any particular sample after a base data and
pictorial sheet was established#

There were undoubtedly
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raany physiographic factors which tended to modify the
vegetative character of each tree and so only the nor©
generalized factors of the leaves and petioles were con¬
sidered •
Some of the major factors that were noted when utilising
the leaves and sections for identification are:
A. The general leaf form# size and serrations*
B* The general size and form of the sections and dis¬

tribution of the elements found on the sections;
also any alien pigmentation*
C* The rather consistent and defined difference between
the spur and shoot leaves*
In analyzing the results# it was determined that the
following data could provide adequate reference identifica¬
tion informat ion t
For each of throe trees of the some species or variety*
A* A descriptive data sheet as used in this thesis*
B* Three typical spur and throe typical shoot leaf
outlines with general volnation*
C* One #2 position section sketch for each of the
spur and shoot leaves*
’The above data could bo condensed onto one data sheet
if the Information and pictorial data generally agreed with
established reference data and the leaves and petiole sec¬
tions were consistent*

This sheet would contain a typical

spur and shoot leaf outline# a #2 position section sketch

for each, and a sis© rang© data notation as to the leaf
length and width, and potiole length for each type#

Plates

171-174 illustrate this approach*
The following were not Included because they did not
fulfill the above requirements as to having tlire© trees of
the same species 1
Mains baccata
Halus florlbunda
Malus spectabllis
This is explained more fully in the species summaries*
In conclusion, it was established that, by comparing
the types and oises of leaves as v/ell as the petiole length
and sections, the differences would rather definitely in¬
dicate the identity of the various crab apples*
Since the results validate the main purpose of this
research, the use of leaf characteristics and potiole sec¬
tions are extremely valuable as a reliable means of identi¬
fication of ornamental crab aoples and this approach could
easily be expanded to include all crab apples and probably
even commercial apples*
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PLATE

171.

Malus arnoldiana

Spur: Length: 10.8- 15.0 cm.
Width: 5.6- 5.5 cm.
Petiole: 2.6- 4.6 cm.

Shoot: Length: 9.7- 15.2 cm.
width: 5.5- 5.2 cm.
Petiole: 1.6- 2.7 cm.
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PLATE 172.

Malus hupehensis

Spur: Length: 11.0- 14.4 era.
Width: 4.4- 6,.8 cm.
Petiole: 2.5-‘ 4.2 cm.

Shoot: Length: 11.0- 13.0 cm.
Width: 5.0- 7.5 era.
Petiole: 1.9- 2.5 cm.

PLATE 173.

Malus ioensis

*Plena*

Spur: Length: 9.8- 14.0 era.
Width: 3.4- 5.0 cm.
Petiole: 1.7- 3.9 era.

Shoot: Length: 10.5- 12.6 cm.
Width: 5.2- 7.0 era.
Petiole: .1.9- 2.6 cm.
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PLATE 174.

Malus sargentii

Spur: Length: 8.5- 12.1 cm.
Width: 5.3- 4.9 cm.
Petiole; 2.1- 3.9 cm.

Shoot: Length: 7.7- 10.8 cm.
Width; 4.7- 7.2 cm.
Petiole: 1.0- 2.1 cm.
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